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Abstract
This dissertation proposes the cartesian product operation for graphs as a unifying framework for the study of interconnection networks. In this research, we concentrate on
homogeneous product networks and generate a large set of important general results
which yield the characteristics of the product network from those of its factor network.
From these characteristics, a network can be evaluated and di erent networks can be
meaningfully compared.
The results of this study are grouped in four main areas. First, we obtain structural
properties of homogeneous product networks. We have compiled results on the diameter, vertex degree, connectivity, and partitionability of these networks. Then, we have
addressed the study of other properties and derived results on the bisection width and
crossing number. To generate these results we introduce a new structural property of a
graph, the maximal congestion, which seems to be interesting for future research.
Second, we have obtained simple but powerful results on embeddings between homogeneous product networks. These results allow to transfer the computational power of
one network to the other by emulation.
Third, we have developed algorithms that can be implemented in any homogeneous
product network without variation. These algorithms cover several important problems:
sorting, summation, matrix multiplication, and minimum-weight spanning-tree nding.
Some of them can be readily modi ed to solve many other problems.
Finally, we have studied the VLSI layout complexity of homogeneous product networks, obtaining lower bounds on the area and wire length they require and presenting
methods to produce optimal-area layouts.
We have applied these results to several instances of homogeneous product networks,
showing how simply the results can be used to evaluate a network. Then, we have
concentrated in the study of three of them: the product of complete binary trees, shueexchange graphs, and de Bruijn graphs. These three homogeneous product networks
have been shown to be very powerful and interesting candidates for being used as interconnection networks.
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In the rest of the proof we rst show how to embed a (r(h 3) + 1)-level tree in the
rst graph whose leaves are the leaves of PTr (2h 2 1). Then, we show how to embed a
(3r b r2 c)-level tree in each copy of PTr (7) so that the root of the tree is the root of the
copy. The combination of both embeddings to PTr (N ) yields the desired embedding.
We rst recall from Theorem 7.4 that PTr (N ) has a subgraph isomorphic to the
(r(h 1)+1)-level tree. By construction, the leaves of this tree are also leaves of PTr (N ).
The direct application of this theorem to PTr (2h 2 1) allows to obtain a subgraph of
this graph isomorphic to the (r(h 3) + 1)-level tree and whose leaves are the leaves of
PTr (2h 2 1).
Corollary A.1 shows how to embed T (23r b r c 1) with congestion 3 and dilation 3 into
each copy of PTr (7) so that the root of the tree is the root of the copy. Combining this
result with the previous one we have obtained an embedding of the (3r b 2r c + r(h 3)) =
(rh b r2 c)-level complete binary tree in PTr (N ) with dilation 3 and congestion 3.
2
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has label x = xk :::x1, where xi = 1 for i = 1; :::; k, and the edges incident to the root are
edges of PTk (7).
Now consider only the roots of the embedded trees and reconnect them along dimensions k + 1 and k + 2. The graph so obtained contains the nodes of PTk+2(7) of the form
x = xk+2xk+1 xk :::x1, where xi = 1 for i = 1; :::; k, and is isomorphic to PT2(7).
Each node in the above graph is the root of an embedded complete binary tree. Then,
considering again the whole graph, we have obtained an embedding of TT (23k k
1; 2; 7) into PTk+2 (7), where the PT2(7) subgraph and the rst two levels of the trees are
embedded with dilation 1 and congestion 1. Since the embedding de ned in Lemma A.1
only changes this part of the TT graph, it can be applied here to obtain an embedding
of the (3k k 2 1 + 5) = (3(k + 2) (k+2)2 1 )-level complete binary tree in PTk+2(7) with
dilation 3 and congestion 3.
From Lemma A.1, the root of the embedded tree is the root of the PT2(7) subgraph,
that is of the form x = xk+2xk+1xk :::x1, where xi = 1 for i = 1; :::; k + 2, and the edges
incident to this root have dilation 1 and congestion 1.
2

Corollary A.1 The (3r b 2r c)-level complete binary tree, T (23r

1

b 2r c

1), can be embedded
into PTr(7) with dilation 3 and congestion 3. In this embedding the root of the embedded
tree is the root of PTr (7).

Proof: If r is odd the above lemma can be trivially applied and the claim follows. The

case of even r requires a little more elaboration.
Note that by removing all the dimension-r edges we obtain 7 disjoint copies of
PTr 1(7). Since r is even
r 1 is odd and the above lemma can be applied to each
r
3(
r
1)
copy. Then T (2
) can be embedded in each copy with its root in the node
x = xr 1:::x1, with xi = 1 for i = 1; :::; r 1.
We can now connect the roots of the embedded trees with a dimension-r tree. This
tree has 3 levels and each of its leaves is the
root of a (3(r 1) r 2 2 )-level tree, therefore
r
3
r
we have found an embedding of T (2
1) into PTr (7). Since the dimension-r tree
connects the roots of the 7 copies and the root of the complete binary tree embedded is
the root of this tree, the root of the embedded tree is the node x = xr :::x1, with xi = 1
for i = 1; :::; r, root of PTr(7).
2

2

2

Then, we can obtain the proof of Theorem 7.5.

Proof: Note that if we remove the 2 lowest levels from every tree along each dimension

in PTr (N ), where N = 2h 1, we obtain a graph isomorphic to PTr(2h 2 1). Similarly,
if we remove the h 3 top levels from every tree along each dimension we obtain a graph
formed by 2r(h 3) disjoint copies of PTr (7). Both graphs have exactly 2r(h 3) common
nodes, that are the leaves of the PTr (2h 2 1) graph and the roots of the copies of PTr (7)
in the other graph.
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(a)

(b)

Figure A.1: Embedding the (l + 5)-level complete binary tree into a subgraph of TT (2l
1; 2; 7).
congestion of 3 is found in the edges connecting large empty nodes with small empty
nodes in Figure A.1.(a).
Since the tree of Figure A.1.(b) has 6 levels and each dark node represents a collapsed l-level tree, we have obtained an embedding of the (l + 5)-level complete binary
tree into TT (2l 1; 2; 7) where the dilation and the congestion are 3. From the gure it
is easily veri ed that the root of the embedded tree coincides with the root of the PT2(7)
subgraph and that the edges incident to the root of the tree are edges of TT (2l 1; 2; 7).
The properties of the embedding highlighted in the statement of the lemma are needed
in order to iteratively apply the embedding (in the next lemma) without increasing the
congestion of the global embedding.

Lemma A.2 The (3r

r 1 )-level
2

complete binary tree, T (23r r 1), can be embedded
into PTr(7), where r is odd, with dilation 3 and congestion 3. In this embedding the
root of the embedded tree is the root of PTr (7) and the edges incident to the root of the
embedded tree have dilation 1 and congestion 1.
2

1

Proof: We prove the claim by induction on the number of dimensions, r. The initial

condition, r = 1, is trivially veri ed, since PT1(7) is isomorphic
to T (7). In the induction
k
3
k
1) into PTk (7) as speci ed,
step we have to show that, given ank embedding of T (2
3(
k
+2)
it is possible to embed T (2
1) into PTk+2(7) as described.
Note that by removing all the edges in dimensions k + 1 and k + 2 from PTk+2 (7)
we obtain 49 disjoint copies
of PTk (7). From the induction hypothesis, we can embed a
k
3
k
disjoint copy of T (2
1) into each of these copies. The root of the tree embedded
2

( +2)
2

2

1

1

1
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Proof of Theorem 7.5
In order to simplify the proofs we will rst distinguish special sets of nodes in the PTr (N )
networks as follows.

De nition A.1 A node x = xr:::x1 is a leaf of PTr (N ) if and only if xi is a leaf of
T (N ), for i = 1; :::; r.

De nition A.2 The node x = xr :::x1 is the root of PTr (N ) if and only if xi = 1 ( i.e.

xi is the root of T (N )), for i = 1; :::; r.
We now de ne a new class of graphs that is going to be useful in this section. We do
not give a special name to the graphs of this class but we instead use a short notation
to identify any member of the class.
De nition A.3 TT (M; r; N ) is the graph obtained by connecting the roots of N r disjoint
copies of T (M ) by the PTr(N ) pattern, i.e. TT (M; r; N ) is obtained by \hanging" a
complete binary tree T (M ), from each node of PTr(N ).
We start by presenting some results that will allow us to reach the nal result (compiled as Theorem 7.5.) First we show that the complete binary tree with l + 5 levels,
T (2l+5 1), can be embedded into TT (2l 1; 2; 7) with constant dilation and congestion
and that this embedding has particular properties. These properties allow the iterative
application of the embedding without increasing the dilation or the congestion. This
fact is used to obtain the subsequent results
which show how to embed the complete
binary tree with 3r b 2r c levels, T (23r b r c 1), into PTr (7) by iteratively using this
rst embedding. Finally, by combining this results and Theorem 7.4 the general result is
obtained.
Lemma A.1 T (2l+5 1) can be embedded into TT (2l 1; 2; 7), where l  2, with dilation
2

3 and congestion 3. In this embedding the root of the embedded tree coincides with the
root of the PT2(7) subgraph of TT (2l 1; 2; 7) and the edges incident to the root are
embedded with dilation 1 and congestion 1.

Proof: Figure A.1.(a) shows a subgraph of TT (2l 1; 2; 7). In this gure, dark nodes

represent T (2l 1) trees collapsed into supernodes for the purpose of a suitable abstraction
for the discussion below. Large empty nodes represent roots of other T (2l 1) trees, and
small empty nodes represent their immediate children in their T (2l 1) trees. The
subtrees rooted at small empty nodes are ignored. Figure A.1.(b) shows the tree that
can be embedded into this subgraph. The edges shown correspond to the edges of the
complete binary tree embedded.
It can be easily checked that any edge in Figure A.1.(b) corresponds to a path of
length not more than 3 in Figure A.1.(a). It can be also easily seen that the maximum
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Case xk 6= yk : Note that there are p vertex-disjoint paths between xk x and xk y along

the PTkk (N ) subgraph. Similarly, there are p vertex-disjoint paths between yk x and
yk y. These two sets of paths follow the same pattern in their respective subgraph
and one path in one set has its corresponding path in the other. Along dimension
k, a unique path exists between corresponding vertices, xk z and yk z, for any vertex
z of PTk 1(N ).
We obtain the rst paths by taking the shortest path between xk x and xk y and
the corresponding path between yk x and yk y. We can obtain, then, two shortest
vertex-disjoint paths given by xk x ! xk y ! yk y and xk x ! yk x ! yk y.
Now, take the p 1 paths left between xk x and xk y. For each path i take an
intermediate node xk zi. Then, yk zi is in the corresponding path between yk x and
yk y. We nd, then, p 1 vertex-disjoint paths as xk x ! xk zi ! yk zi ! yk y, for i =
1; :::; p 1. Note that, so far, the p +1 paths obtained follow the same pattern along
dimension k because they connect the same pair of PTkk (N ) subgraphs. Therefore,
at most 2h 1 PTkk (N ) subgraphs have been visited by them.
To nd the remaining pk 1 paths, we need to consider two possibilities. In the rst
case, the degree of yk is at least equal to the degree of xk , and the pk 1 paths can
traverse neighbors of yk y along dimension k. The second case arises when x < y
and xk > yk . In this case, we need to use the fact that y will have neighbors in
its PTkk (N ) subgraph not traversed by any of the p initial paths. We may thus
use these neighbors to build the required number of new paths. A more formal
argument appears below.
Let pk  yk . Then xk x has exactly pk 1 and yk y has at least pk 1 neighbors
along dimension k not used in the above paths. Each of these neighbors is in a
di erent PTkk (N ) subgraph and no one of these subgraphs has been visited in the
above paths. We take pk 1 of these neighbors. Let xik x denote the ith neighbor
of xk x and yki y the ith neighbor of yk y, for i = 1; :::; pk 1. We can choose pk 1
vertices zi in PTk 1(N ) not visited by any of the paths between x and y and obtain
pk 1 new vertex-disjoint paths as xk x ! xik x ! xik zi ! yki zi ! yki y ! yk y, for
i = 1; :::; pk 1.
If, on the other hand, pk > yk , then there are at least pk yk neighbors of y not
used in the p paths between x and y. Similarly, xk x has at least pk 1 unused
dimension-k neighbors. Let xik x denote the ith such neighbor of xk x and yk yi the
ith such neighbor of yk y, for i = 1; :::; pk yk . Then pk yk paths can be obtained
as xk x ! xik x ! xik yi ! yk yi ! yk y. The remaining yk 1 paths can be obtained
by using the procedure of the case pk  yk .
We have, thus, found p + pk vertex-disjoint paths, and the claim follows.

This concludes the proof of the theorem.
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di erent dimension-2 tree. Let x2xi1 be one of these neighbors of x, then y2y1i = y2xi1
is also a neighbor of y, for i = 1; :::; p1. Then, p1 paths between x and y can be
obtained as x ! x2xi1 ! y2xi1 ! y, for i = 1; :::; p1.
Finally, note that each of x and y has at least p2 = minfx ; y g 1 neighbors
along dimension 2 not traversed in previous paths, each in a non-visited dimension1 tree. We can choose p2 of these neighbors from each of x and y. Since at most
p1 + 1  4 dimension-2 trees have been visited by the previous paths, there are at
least N 4 non-visited dimension-2 trees. We can, then, choose any one of these
non-visited dimension-2 trees, vi, and obtain a path through the ith neighbor as
x ! xi2x1 ! xi2vi ! y2i vi ! y2i y1 ! y, for i = 1; :::; p2. This completes the set of m
paths and the claim is shown to be true for this case.
Case x2 = y2: This case in analogous to the previous one.
Case x2 6= y2; x1 6= y1: The two existing shortest paths can be obtained as x ! x2y1 ! y
and x ! y2x1 ! y. Note that at most 2h 1 (where N = 2h 1) dimension-1 and
dimension-2 trees are visited by these paths and that only one neighbor of each
x and y along each dimension has been traversed. Furthermore, the remaining
neighbors along dimension 1 (resp. dimension 2) are in a non-visited dimension-2
(resp. dimension-1) tree. We can, then, obtain p12 = minfx ; y g 1 paths as
x ! x2xi1 ! y2i xi1 ! y2i y1 ! y, for i = 1; :::; p12. Similarly, p21 = minfx ; y g 1
paths can be obtained as x ! xi2x1 ! xi2y1i ! y2y1i ! y, for i = 1; :::; p21.
The remaining l = m p12 p21 2 paths, if l > 0, may be obtained as x !
x2xi1 ! uixi1 ! uiy1i ! y2y1i ! y or x ! xi2x1 ! xi2vi ! y2i vi ! y2i y1 ! y, where
ui are dimension-1 trees not visited in previous paths and vi are dimension-2 trees
not visited in previous paths. A simple case analysis shows that such trees exist.
This completes the proof for 2 dimensions. For the purpose of induction, we take two
vertices x and y of PTk 1 (N ), x 6= y. Assume that they are connected by p vertex-disjoint
paths, where, without loss of generality, p = x and p  y . In PTk (N ) these vertices
become xk x and yk y, respectively, where xk and yk are the labels for the dimension k.
The minimum vertex degree of the pair is p + pk = minfxkx; yk y g, where 1  pk  3,
and xk x has at least pk neighbors along dimension k.
2

2

1

2

2

1

Case xk = yk : Each xk x and yk y has exactly pk neighbors along dimension k. These

neighbors are not visited by the initial p paths because they are in a di erent
PTkk (N ) subgraph. If xik x is a neighbor of xk x, for i = 1; :::; pk, then yki y = xik y is
also neighbor of yk y, they are both in the same PTkk (N ) subgraph, and no other
neighbor is in that subgraph. One path can be found, then, along this subgraph
between xik x and xik y, for i = 1; :::; pk , and therefore pk new paths can be obtained
between xk x and yk y. Then, the total number of paths obtained is p + pk and the
claim follows.

Appendix
Proof of Theorem 7.1

Clearly, m is an upper bound on the number of vertex-disjoint paths. We need to show
that it is also a lower bound, by showing how to nd m such paths. For this proof
we de ne the concepts of \use of a tree" and \visit of a tree." By \use", we mean the
traversal of at least one edge in the tree. By \visit", we mean the traversal of at least
one node in the tree. Clearly, the use of a tree implies a visit of the tree, whereas a visit
of a tree may not use the tree (i.e. if no edges are traversed.)
Brie y, we obtain the paths in two phases. Initially, we obtain as many vertex-disjoint
shortest paths between the nodes as possible. Then, we obtain the rest of the paths by
determining routes between neighbors of the nodes not traversed by the previous paths,
along trees not previously visited. This guarantees the vertex disjointness of the paths.
The proof proceeds by induction on the number of dimensions. We start by establishing the base case for 2 dimensions. We use a case-by-case study to construct the
appropriate number of paths and show that the claim is true for two dimensions.
For the induction hypothesis, we assume p paths for the PTk 1 (N ) subgraph obtained
by taking only k 1 dimensions, where p is consistent with the claims of the theorem.
For the inductive step we add another dimension and we restrict our attention to the
newly added dimension, while treating the rest of the graph as a unit. We show, once
again by construction, that an appropriate number of paths, as suggested by the various
individual cases, is added as a result of introducing the new dimension.
Along the proof we use x to represent the vertex degree of a generic vertex x, while
xi refers to the degree of the vertex x along dimension i. In addition, we use the notation
xji to denote the j th neighbor of x along dimension i.
Then, we start by considering the case for r = 2. The claim for N = 3 is trivially
true and N > 3 will be assumed. Let x = x2x1 and y = y2y1 be two vertices of PT2(N ),
x 6= y.
Case x1 = y1: The rst path is obtained by just noting that x and y are in the same
dimension-2 tree and that a path can be found in this tree.
Another set of paths is derived from the fact that each of x and y has exactly
p1 = x = y neighbors along dimension 1 and each of these neighbors is in a
1

1
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lay out these networks in such a way that, in many cases, the layout is optimal in
area and almost optimal in wire length.
 We have exhaustively applied all the above results to several speci c instances of
product networks, as a proof of the power of the approach. Then we have concentrated in three speci c networks and we have been able to show, among other
properties, that these product networks are more powerful than their respective
factor graphs, with a small increase in cost. The emulation capabilities of these
networks present them as important candidates for popular interconnection networks.
As a conclusion, we have been able to create a basic framework for a general theory
where existing and new homogeneous product networks can be evaluated. Observe that
we have reached generality without losing eciency. The methods to obtain VLSI layouts
for the networks, besides their generality, produce very ecient layout in most of the
cases (layouts optimal in area and almost optimal in wire length.) Similarly, the sorting
algorithm developed has optimal complexity in a bounded-dimension grid and has the
same complexity as the most popular sorting algorithm in the hypercube.
Like any research of this generality, there is room for extensions. More results on other
structural properties of homogeneous product networks can be derived. Even our bounds
on the bisection width and the crossing number can be made tighter. For instance, it is
not known the exact value of the bisection width of such a simple product network as
the N r -node r-dimensional grid when N is odd [42].
Many new general algorithms can be developed for homogeneous product networks.
Speci cally, because we have assumed a SIMD model of computation, we have only brie y
addressed the routing problems in homogeneous product networks (sections 1.1 and 5.2.)
However, if a MIMD model is assumed, many new routing problems arise which can be
addressed using the proposed framework. For instance, it seems to be very interesting to
obtain a general wormhole-routing algorithm for homogeneous product networks.
Finally, since general product networks need not be built with the same factor graph
in each dimension, it is necessary to extend all the investigations conducted and the open
problems presented to heterogeneous product networks. For instance, at the end of Section 6.4 we brie y outlined how the results obtained in VLSI complexity for homogeneous
product networks could be extended to heterogeneous product networks.

Chapter 8
Conclusions
The main contribution of the dissertation described in this prospectus is to conduct an
exhaustive study of homogeneous product networks as interconnection networks. To our
knowledge, this is the rst study of this kind realized. This study is useful given the
number of product networks already proposed in the literature. This study can also be
used to evaluate properties of new interconnection networks for parallel architectures.
The comprehensive investigation of homogeneous product networks has been developed along several lines:
 We have obtained general results on the structural properties of product networks.
We have presented important characteristics like the vertex degree, the diameter,
the partitionability, and the connectivity. We specially emphasize the results on
the bisection width and the crossing number, since they are not easily derived from
same properties of the factor graph. To obtain these properties we have de ned
a new parameter of a graph, the maximal congestion, which we believe will be
important in future research.
 We have obtained several general embedding properties, applicable to any product
network. The combination of these properties with embeddings between factor
graphs allows to obtain important embedding results for product networks, as has
been seen in the presented examples. These results will allow to meaningfully
compare the relative powers of product networks.
 We have produced general algorithms whose performance is optimal for some instances of product networks. The algorithms developed allow to sort, compute
summations, multiply matrices, and nd the minimum-weight spanning tree of a
graph in homogeneous product networks. Other algorithms with similar structure
are simply derived from the ones presented.
 We have obtained lower bounds on the VLSI layout area and wire length required by
homogeneous product networks. We have also developed procedures to e ectively
91
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our networks emulate the grid eciently while they require logarithmic dilation to host
it. Observe again that the cost in layout area of the additional power is not high if we
bound the number of dimensions.
Therefore, depending on the speci c purpose of the network we o er three interesting
candidates with bounded degree. If still more computational power is needed, it might be
necessary to use higher-cost networks with unbounded vertex degree, like the hypercube.
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PTr (N )
PRr (N ) d = 3, c = 2
PLr (N ) d = 3, c = 2
M.o.T.
Subgraph
C.B.T.
Subgraph
r
S (N )
D (N r )
PTr (N 1)
N/A
PSr (N )
PDr (N )
-
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PSr (N )
PDr (N )
d = 3, c = 2 Subgraph
Subgraph
Subgraph
d = 2, c = 2 Subgraph
d = 2, c = 2 Subgraph
d = 2r , c = 2 d = 4r , c = 4
d = 2r , c = 8 d = r , c = 4
d = 2, c = 2 Subgraph
N/A
d = 2, c = 2
d = 2, c = 2
N/A

Table 7.2: Embedding capabilities of the product of complete binary trees, shueexchange, and de Bruijn graphs.
From the gures in Table 7.1 we can see that all the three networks present interesting
properties. Their diameter is logarithmic with respect to the number of nodes, they have
large bisection width, and rather large connectivity if r is large. Also, all of them perform
very eciently the algorithms presented. Finally, the layout area required for them is
reasonably small. The product of complete binary trees has same asymptotic layout
area as the mesh of trees, while we have shown that the former is more powerful. The
other two networks have similar asymptotic layout area than their factor networks if r is
bounded, while we proved that they are more powerful.
However, the real power of the networks presented comes from their embedding capabilities. The product of complete binary trees (and its extension) can eciently emulate
the torus, the mesh of trees, and the complete binary tree. Any embedding of the n-node
mesh of trees into the similar-size grid requires (n= log n) dilation, given their respective
diameters, while no ecient emulations of the grid by the mesh of trees is known. Thus,
the PTr (N ) network (and specially the PXr (N ) network) seems more powerful than both
these networks, and the logical option if we need a network with the capabilities of the
grid and the mesh of trees. If we add to this that the network has the same layout area
complexity as the mesh of trees and, for more than 2 dimensions, than the grid, it looks
like a clear substitute to them.
Now, if further computational power is needed, we can use the products of shueexchange or de Bruijn graphs. By emulation, these networks give us the power of the
PTr (N ) network plus the power of hypercube-derived networks. This fact will speed up
some computations not suited to be performed neither on the grid nor on the mesh of trees
(for instance, sorting) but which are very eciently performed in a hypercube-derived
network. Another advantage of these networks over the traditional hypercube-derived
networks used (pure shue-exchange, de Bruijn, butter y, cube-connected cycles) is that
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Property/algorithm
PTr (N )
Nodes
Nr
Edges
r(N 1)N r 1
Diameter
2r(log(N + 1) 1)
Connectivity
r

r

3r
i
Partitionability
2 , i = 0; :::; log(N + 1)
Maximal congestion
O(N r+1 )
Bisection width
(N r 1)
Crossing number
(N 2(r 1))
Sorting
O (r 2 N )
Summation
O(r log N )
Matrix multiplication
O(r log N )
Min.-weight span. tree
O(r2 log2 N )
Layout area
(N 2(r 1)) (for r > 2)
Max. wire length
O(N r 1 ) (for r > 2)
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PSr (N )
PDr (N )
r
N
Nr
3rN r =2
2rN r
r(2 log N 1)
r log N
r
2r
3r
4r
3r
4r
O(N r log N ) O(N r log N )
(N r = log N ) (N r = log N )
(N 2r =log2 N ) (N 2r =log2 N )
O(r2 log2 N ) O(r2 log2 N )
O(r log N )
O(r log N )
O(r log N )
O(r log N )
2
2
O(r log N ) O(r2 log2 N )
(N 2r =log2 N ) (N 2r=log2 N )
O(N r = log N ) O(N r = log N )

Table 7.1: Comparison of the properties of the product of complete binary trees, shueexchange, and de Bruijn graphs.
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Therefore, the rst and last edges of the paths are traversed by two of the four paths
and the internal edges of the paths are traversed by the four paths. Since the edges
traversed by these four paths are not traversed by any other path, we can conclude that
the congestion of the embedding is at most four. Since for r = 2 the paths have length
2 and have no internal edges, the congestion in this case is only 2.
It has been shown in [26] that D(2k ) can host D(2k+j ) with unit dilation cost. In
the resultant emulation, each vertex of D(2k ) is assigned exactly 2j nodes (the load of
the embedding.) The proof is based on the observation that, by erasing the rightmost j
bits from vertex labels of D(2k+j ), we obtain a graph isomorphic to D(2k ). By the same
observation, the following results can be stated.

Corollary 7.3 D(N r+j ) can be embedded onto PDr (N ) with dilation r, congestion 4 (2
if r = 2), and load N j .

And moreover,

Corollary 7.4 PDr (N 2k ) can be embedded onto PDr (N ) with unit dilation, unit congestion, and load 2kr .

Therefore, for xed r, a small size PDr (N ) architecture can easily emulate larger size
machines with proportional slowdown in the running time.
Finally, the next result shows that products of de Bruijn graphs are more powerful
than the pure de Bruijn graphs (this is an extension of a similar result in [61] given for
two dimensions.)

Theorem 7.13 Any embedding of PDr (N ) onto D(N r ) requires dilation (log(r log N )).
Proof: From Corollary 4.4, we know that the grid PLr (N ) is a subgraph of PDr (N ). It

is shown in [7] that any embedding of PLr (N ), for r > 1, onto D(N r ) requires dilation
cost (log log N r ). Hence, the claim follows.

Like the PSr (N ) network, the VLSI layout area required by PDr (N ) is asymptotically
the same as that required by D(N r ) if r is bounded. The increase in power comes at
reasonable cost.

7.4 Discussions and Conclusions
In this chapter we have completed the study in depth of three new homogeneous product
networks. In Table 7.1 we have compiled their structural and VLSI complexity properties,
as well as the time complexity of running the algorithms presented for homogeneous
product networks.
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Proof: The case for r = 2 was shown in [61]. For higher dimensions, since PDr (N ) =
D(N ) PDr 1 (N ), a vertex of PDr (N ) can be written as u = urn 1 urn 2:::u(r 1)njS 0,

where S 0 is a vertex in PDr 1 (N ). For the discussion below, we are only interested in
the leftmost bit in S 0, so we can write it as S 0 = sS . That is,

u = urn 1urn 2:::u(r

1)njsS:

In D(N r ), the outgoing edges are to
and

v = urn 2:::u(r

1)nsjSurn 1

w = urn 2:::u(r 1)nsjSurn 1:
For PDr (N ), u has two neighbors at the highest dimension, x and y, where

and

x = urn 2 :::u(r

1)nurn 1 jsS

y = urn 2:::u(r 1)nurn 1 jsS:
Let x` denote the leftmost (log N )-bit substring of x (i.e. the part to the left of \j".)
Then, observe that
(

if urn 1 = s;
v` = w` = yx` otherwise
`
This means that, by following one of the outgoing edges from u at the highest dimension, we correct the leftmost log N bits of the address towards v. Since the next set
of log N bits can be corrected by the same method as above, r 1 additional steps are
needed to reach v.
We can study now the congestion of the embedding. Note that the rst edge of the
path from u to v and the rst edge of the path from u to w are the same, since depending
on s the correction of the leftmost log N bits of u takes both paths to either x or y.
Furthermore, the paths from u to v and form u to w share all the edges but the last one,
where the rightmost log N bits are corrected.
Similarly, there exist edges in D(N r ) from the node

u0 = urn 1urn 2 :::u(r

1)njsS

to v and w. The paths in PDr (N ) from u0 to v and from u0 to w have a common rst
edge, that depending on s takes the paths to either x or y. From there they share all the
edges but the last one. The paths from u to v and from u0 to v share all the edges but
the rst one, and same thing happens with the paths from u to w and from u0 to w.
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Proof: The proof is very simple. It has been shown in [7] that any embedding of the grid

PLr (N ), for r > 1, into the similar-size shue-exchange requires dilation (log log N r ).
Since this grid is a subgraph of PSr (N ), the claim follows.

The results presented for PSr (N ) show that the network is more powerful than its
factor network. Observe that, if the number of dimensions is bounded, their VLSI layout
area complexity is asymptotically the same.

7.3 Products of de Bruijn Graphs

We nally study in this section the product of de Bruijn graphs, denoted PDr (N ). Comparing to the product networks in the previous sections, the vertex degree of this network
increases by 25%, while PDr (N ) has better properties in other respects. Diameter reduces by 50%, and the minimum number of parallel paths between an arbitrary pair of
vertices doubles. It also has better embedding properties as is shown below.
It is well known that shue-exchange and de Bruijn networks are computationally
equivalent. That is, every computation which can be performed on one of them, can be
also performed on the other with constant slowdown. We presented in Corollary 4.6 that
this is also true for their respective product versions. However, PDr (N ) presents better
dilation and congestion in most of the embeddings.
We rst present a whole family of tori as subgraphs of PDr (N ).

Theorem 7.11 For all k  N , PRr (k) is a subgraph of PDr (N ).
Proof: Due to Theorem 4.1, it suces to note that the de Bruijn network is pancyclic
[83], i.e. for every value of k  N , D(N ) contains a cycle of length k.
In Section 4.2 we have presented the fact that PTr (N ) is a subgraph of PDr (N ).
Therefore, the following corollary is immediate.

Corollary 7.2 The r-dimensional mesh of (N 1)-node trees is a subgraph of PDr (N ).
Observe that this embedding is much better than the embedding of the 2-dimensional
mesh of trees into the pure de Bruijn graph presented in [68], which presents dilation of
2, congestion of 8, and load of 2.
The next two results show that PDr (N ) is more powerful than the de Bruijn graph
D(N r ).

Theorem 7.12 D(N r ) can be embedded onto PDr (N ) with dilation r, and congestion 2
when r = 2, or congestion 4 when r > 2.
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(

s
urn 1 = s;
v` = xx`e ifotherwise
`

That is, xe is at a distance of two from u, and going from u to xe corrects just the leftmost
log N bits of the address towards v. Since the next set of log N bits can be corrected by
the same method as above, 2(r 1) additional steps are needed to reach v.
To study the congestion of the described embedding we take two vertices of S (N r ),
where the leftmost log N bits and the rightmost log N bits are explicitly shown, and
S 0 = sS is a vertex in PSr 2(N ), as

u = urn 1urn 2 :::u(r

1)njsS jun 1 un 2 :::u0

u0 = urn 1urn 2:::u(r
whose respective shue neighbors are

1)njsS jun 1 un 2 :::u0

and

v = urn 2:::u(r

1)nsjSun 1 jun 2 :::u0urn 1

and

v0 = urn 2:::u(r 1)nsjSun 1jun 2 :::u0urn 1
The paths in PSr (N ) for the edges (u; v) and (u0; v0) meet at the node
urn 2:::u(r

1)nsjsS jun 1 un 2 :::u0

after the leftmost log N bits have been corrected (by traversing one or two edges, depending on whether urn 1 = s.) From there, both paths share the same edges until the
node
urn 2:::u(r 1)nsjSun 1jun 2 :::u0un 1
is reached. Since no other paths contain these edges the congestion in the edges traversed
until this point is at most 2.
Let assume now, without loss of generality, that un 1 = urn 1 . Then, the vertex
reached by the paths is v and the edge (u; v) has been completely mapped. The path
from u0 to v0 still needs to traverse an exchange edge to invert its rightmost bit. The path
only shares this edge with the exchange edge (v; v0) in S (N r ) and then, the congestion
of the edge is 2.
Hence, the congestion of the embedding is 2 and the proof is complete.

Theorem 7.10 Any embedding of PSr (N ) into S (N r ) requires dilation (log(r log N )).
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and

ws;c = u2n 2:::un+1unu2n 1jun 1un 2 :::u1u0
In the following discussion, subscripts \`" and \r" are used to denote the left-hand
half of a label, and the right-hand half of a label. For example, w`s;c denotes the left-hand
half of the vertex ws;c above. There are two cases to consider:

Case 1: u2n 1 = un 1 . In this case the reader can easily verify that v = w`s;cjwrs;r .

This means that one can go from u to v in PS2(N ) in two steps: by moving to
the shue neighbor of u in the column and then to the shue neighbor in the row.
Alternatively, one can move to the shue neighbor in the row rst, and then in the
column.
Case 2: u2n 1 6= un 1. Then, given u and v as above, the left-hand half and the
right-hand half of v can be computed as:

v` = w`s;c + w`e;c
and

vr = wrs;r + wre;r
where the \+" sign denotes sequencing of the two moves. That is, wrs;c + wre;c
denotes moving to the shue neighbor in the column, followed by moving to the
exchange neighbor in the column. Since v = v`jvr, a sequence of four moves yields
the desired vertex label.
To extend these arguments for r > 2, since PSr (N ) = S (N ) PSr 1 (N ), a vertex of
PSr (N ) can be written as u = urn 1urn 2:::u(r 1)njS 0, where S 0 is a vertex in PSr 1(N ).
For the discussion below, only the leftmost bit of S 0 is relevant, so we can write S 0 = sS .
That is,
u = urn 1urn 2:::u(r 1)njsS:
In S (N r ), the shue neighbor is

v = urn 2:::u(r

1)nsjSurn 1

For the product network, u has a shue neighbor xs , where

xs = urn 2:::u(r

1)nurn 1 jsS

which in turn has an exchange neighbor xe, where

xe = urn 2:::u(r

1)nurn 1 jsS

Let x` denote the leftmost log N -bit substring of x (i.e. the part to the left of \j"
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shue-exchange graph. However the resulting embedding has larger load, dilation, and
congestion than the one presented here into PSr (N ).
The next two results consider the embedding of the shue-exchange graph into its
product version, and the reverse embedding of the product network into the pure shueexchange graph.

Theorem 7.9 S (N r ) can be embedded onto PSr (N ) with dilation 2r and congestion 2.
Proof: First consider the case for r = 2. Both S (N 2) and PS2(N ) are labeled by

(2 log N )-bit strings. For the product graph, the rightmost log N bits determine the
\row address," while the leftmost log N bits determine the \column address." We show
that whenever (u; v) is an exchange edge in S (N 2), it is also an exchange edge in PS2(N ).
Alternatively, whenever (u; v) is a shue edge in S (N 2), there is a path of length at most
4 from u to v in PS2(N ).
Consider the vertex:

u = u2n 1u2n 2:::un+1unjun 1un 2 :::u1u0
Here \j" separates the left-hand half of the label from the right-hand half. We use directed
edges as we did in De nition 2.10 to simplify the proof. Then, it suces to focus on the
outgoing edges only. If v is the exchange neighbor of u in S (N 2), then

v = u2n 1u2n 2:::un+1unjun 1un 2 :::u1u0
In the PS2(N ) graph, u has an exchange neighbor w in its row, whose address is obtained
by complementing the rightmost bit of the address. Clearly, w = v. In fact, it is true for
arbitrary r that whenever (u; v) is an exchange edge of S (N r ), it is also an exchange edge
of PSr (N ). Therefore, the rest of this proof only needs to consider the shue edges.
Now suppose (u; v) is a shue edge in S (N 2). If u is as above, v must be:

v = u2n 2:::un+1unun 1 jun 2:::u1u0u2n 1:
For PS2(N ), the row neighbors of u are

we;r = u2n 1u2n 2:::un+1unjun 1un 2 :::u1u0
and

ws;r = u2n 1u2n 2:::un+1unjun 2:::u1u0un 1
where the superscripts \e; s; r" stand for \exchange," \shue," and \row," respectively.
The column neighbors of u, indicated by the superscript \c," are
we;c = u2n 1u2n 2:::un+1unjun 1un 2 :::u1u0
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left subtree.
It can be easily shown that this new product network has the same VLSI layout
complexity as the original PTr(N ). Therefore it seems to be even more interesting than
the original network.

7.2 Products of Shue-Exchange Graphs
The second network studied in this chapter is the product of shue-exchange graphs,
denoted PSr (N ). We have observed many interesting properties of this network. This
network seems to be more powerful than the pure shue-exchange graph from several
points of view. Its connectivity is larger, as well as its bisection width. This network
can emulate the grid with constant dilation, while any embedding of the grid into the
shue-exchange of similar size requires unbounded dilation.
Here we present several results that further show the power of this network, to nally
prove that it is even more powerful than the pure shue-exchange.
We rst show that products of binary trees can be embedded in the products of
shue-exchange graphs with dilation 2 and congestion 2. While this result carries all the
embedding properties of PTr (N ) to the PSr (N ) graph, it may be better to nd direct
embeddings for some cases. Next, it is shown that the shue-exchange graph S (N r ) can
be embedded onto PSr (N ) with dilation 2r and congestion 2. For an implementation
with a xed number of dimensions, this embedding can be considered of constant dilation,
particularly because N can grow independently from r. Moreover, it is shown that
PSr (N ) cannot be embedded onto S (N r ) with less than logarithmic dilation. This makes
the product network more powerful than the shue-exchange network itself.

Theorem 7.8 PTr(N 1) can be embedded into PSr (N ) with dilation 2 and congestion

2.

Proof: Due to corollaries 4.1 and 4.2, it suces to show that T (N 1) can be embedded

into S (N ) with dilation 2 and congestion 2. The labeling of the complete binary tree
described in De nition 2.8 and Figure 2.5 induces the desired embedding.
The following result is now immediately observed.

Corollary 7.1 As in Theorem 7.3, a hierarchy of meshes of trees can be embedded into
PSr (N ) with dilation 2 and congestion 2.

There are known ecient embeddings of the 2-dimensional mesh of trees into the
shue exchange, since we can apply the embedding of the mesh of trees into the de
Bruijn graph presented by Schwabe [68] and then embed the de Bruijn graph onto the
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Figure 7.3: Extending the complete binary tree by connecting the leaves.
Finally, we present a simple but very interesting extension of the PTr(N ) network
which contains the torus as a subgraph.
Consider connecting the leaves of the complete binary tree as shown in Figure 7.3.
We denote the resulting graph as X (N ) which is a subgraph of the X-tree graph [21].
In a modular implementation, all the nodes of a tree could be designed with the same
number of I/O channels, and the unused channels at the leaves could be used to connect
the leaves in this fashion. Moreover, the extra channels at the roots can be used for I/O
with the external world.
If we construct the product of these trees, denoted PXr (N ), the resulting network
has the power of the PTr (N ). The next result shows that it also contains the torus (and
hence the grid) as a subgraph.
Theorem 7.7 PXr (N ) contains PRr (N ) as a subgraph.
Proof: We show that X (N ) contains a hamiltonian cycle. The claim then directly
follows from Theorem 4.1.
We rst show that X (N ) contains the following hamiltonian paths
LL-path: A path from the leftmost leaf to the rightmost leaf.
LR-path: A path from the leftmost leaf to the root.
Note that X (N ) is symmetric and a LR-path can be converted into a path from the
rightmost leaf to the root (symmetric LR-path.)
We proceed by induction on the number of levels in X (N ). If we have two levels,
X (3) is just a triangle and the above paths are contained in it. Therefore assume that
these paths exist in the h-level tree, X (2h 1), where h > 1.
The LL-path for the (h + 1)-level tree X (2h+1 1) is obtained as the LR-path in the
left subtree of the root, followed by the root, followed by the symmetric LR-path in the
right subtree.
The LR-path for the (h + 1)-level tree X (2h+1 1) is obtained as the LL-path in the
left subtree of the root, followed by the LR-path in the right subtree, followed by the
root.
The hamiltonian cycle for any tree X (N ) is, then, obtained as the LR-path in the
right subtree of the root, followed by the root, followed by the symmetric LR-path in the
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dilation and constant congestion. The following theorem presents this fact (the proof can
be found in the Appendix.)

Theorem 7.5 The complete binary tree of r log(N +1) b r2 c levels can be embedded into
PTr (N ), where N > 3, with dilation 3 and congestion 3.

The complete binary tree that the above theorem embeds in PTr(N ) is the largest
possible for r  3 and very close to the largest (when not the largest) for small values of
r. For instance, PT9(7) has enough nodes to contain a 25-level complete binary tree and
the above theorem embeds a 23-level tree into it.
The case N = 3 is not considered in Theorem 7.5 although it is specially interesting
because PTr (3) is isomorphic to the grid PLr (3). Theorem 7.4 allows to obtain a complete
binary tree subgraph of PTr (3) that is the largest possible for r  3. For larger values
of r it is possible to apply an approach similar to the one used in Theorem 7.5.
Observe that, if the number of dimensions is bounded, the above embeddings have
bounded expansion.
The next result shows that complete binary tree cannot emulate its comparable-size
product network with less than logarithmic dilation.

Theorem 7.6 Any embedding of PTr (N ) into the large-enough complete binary tree requires dilation (log(r log log N )).

Proof: To prove the claim we show that PTr (N ) contains a subgraph, G1, and that

there exists a supergraph of the complete binary tree, G2 , such that any embedding of
G1 into G2 requires the claimed amount of dilation.
G1 is the r-dimensional grid. Since T (N ) contains a path of length M = 2(log(N +
1) 1), PTr(N ) contains PLr (N ) as a subgraph. We can select G2 as the de Bruijn
graph since it contains the complete binary tree as a subgraph. It is shown in [7] that
any embedding of PLr (N ) (for r > 1) into the de Bruijn graph requires a dilation of at
least (log log M r ). That gives the claimed result.
We have also presented in Chapter 5 several algorithms that perform eciently in the
product of complete binary trees. Some of them give better performance that the mesh
of trees for problems specially suited for this last network. This presents the PTr (N )
network as a very interesting candidate to take over the position of the mesh of trees
between the interconnection networks.
One last fact will make this assertion stronger: both networks present same VLSI
layout area complexity. We obtained the bounds for the PGr (N ) in Section 6.4. They
can be compared with the bounds for the mesh of trees obtained in [41]. This fact implies
that the increase in area necessary to create a network more powerful than the mesh of
trees is bounded.
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Figure 7.2: Embedding of the complete binary tree into the two-dimensional product of
complete binary trees.
the construction of the two-dimensional mesh of trees, i.e. all the colored nodes, red or
blue, are contained in the two-dimensional mesh of trees. For induction, assume that the
(r 1)-dimensional mesh of trees has been already colored in the PTr 1(N ) graph. The
coloring rule for the r-dimensional mesh of trees is the same. That is, when going from
PTr 1(N ) to PTr (N ), color the internal nodes of a dimension-r tree in blue if and only
if it has red leaves. The set of vertices colored red or blue gives the largest r-dimensional
mesh of trees contained in PTr (N ).
Once the largest mesh of trees is colored, successively smaller meshes of trees are then
obtained by removing all the colored vertices and coloring the remaining vertices by the
same strategy.
Observe that the largest mesh of trees subgraph of PTr (N ) has (N r ) nodes. The
expansion of this embedding is, hence, constant.
The next results show that PTr (N ) is strictly more powerful than the similar-size
complete binary tree.
Theorem 7.4 The complete binary tree of r(log(N + 1) 1) + 1 levels is a subgraph of
PTr (N ).
Proof: For r = 2, the embedding of 5-level complete binary tree into PT2(7) is shown in
Figure 7.2. Note, in particular, that the tree in the middle row constitutes the highest 3
levels of the tree. The leaves of this row tree correspond to the roots of column trees. This
pattern can be recursively repeated for larger values of N in two dimensions. Assuming
that the claim is true for PTr 1(N ), the embedding proof for r dimensions follows from
the recursive construction of PTr (N ).
Note that, for r = 2, the tree embedded by the above method is the largest tree
possible. In general, for larger values of r, larger trees can be embedded with constant
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Figure 7.1: Embedding meshes of trees into products of complete binary trees.
product of complete binary trees can emulate the torus (and, hence, the grid) very eciently. The following result shows that this network is in fact more powerful than the
grid, by presenting an optimal-dilation embedding of PTr (N ) onto the grid.
1 e.
Theorem 7.2 The optimal dilation of embedding PTr(N ) into PLr (N ) is d 2log(NN +1)
2
Proof: Section 3 in [32] presents an embedding of the complete binary tree T (N ) onto
1 e. The dilation of this embedding
the linear array L(N ) with dilation cost d 2 log(NN +1)
2

is optimal as it matches the trivial lower bound obtained by comparing the respective
diameters of both networks. Then by the simple application of Corollary 4.1 the claimed
embedding is obtained. Optimality of the dilation follows from the trivial lower bound
obtained by comparing the diameters of the networks.
We show now that meshes of trees of comparable size are subgraphs of PTr (N ). In
fact, the PTr(N ) graph contains not just one mesh of trees, but a hierarchy of meshes of
trees as shown next.

Theorem 7.3 For all i = 1; :::; log(N + 1), PTr (N ) contains the mesh of (N +1)=2i -leaf
trees as a subgraph.

Proof: Figure 7.1 shows the two-dimensional meshes of trees contained in PT2(7). Note

that in this gure there are three meshes of trees contained, one with (N + 1)=2 = 4
leaves for each tree (shown in dark nodes), one with (N + 1)=4 = 2 leaves for each tree
(shown in empty nodes), and one degenerate with (N + 1)=8 = 1 leaf (the central node.)
In general, the largest mesh of trees contained in PTr (N ) is obtained as follows. Start
with the PT2(N ) graph and select the uth dimension-1 trees such that u is a leaf. For
those trees selected, color the leaves in red and the internal nodes in blue. Do not color
the non-selected trees. For the dimension-2 trees, color the internal nodes of a tree in
blue if and only if it has red leaves. Note that this coloring scheme is consistent with

Chapter 7
Interesting Product Networks
In the previous chapters we have derived many general results for homogeneous product
networks. In each chapter, the results obtained have been applied to several instances of
product networks to show the results' power.
In this chapter we concentrate on three of these speci c instances of homogeneous
product networks and we propose them as new interconnection networks. The three
networks to be covered are the product of complete binary trees, PTr (N ), the product of
shue-exchange graphs, PSr (N ), and the product of de Bruijn graphs, PDr (N ). On top
of the capabilities of these networks presented in previous chapters, we compare them
here with their respective factor network and with other popular non-product networks.
We show that all of them are very powerful networks and very interesting candidates for
their use as interconnection networks.

7.1 Products of Complete Binary Trees
In previous chapters we have covered di erent aspects of the product of complete binary
trees. We have obtained that it has logarithmic diameter, large bisection width, and
bounded vertex degree when the number of dimensions is bounded. We have seen also
that it has connectivity of r and many ways to be partitioned.
The rst result of this section shows that the number of vertex-disjoint paths between
any two nodes in this network is larger, in some cases, than the lower bound de ned by
its connectivity. The proof of this theorem is presented in the Appendix.

Theorem 7.1 Every pair of vertices in PTr(N ), where r > 1, is connected by exactly m

vertex-disjoint paths, where m is the minimum vertex degree of the vertices in the pair.

Despite its simple structure, the product of complete binary trees have very interesting embedding properties. For instance, while tori and meshes of trees are powerful
architectures, they have di erent strengths and weaknesses. We have shown that the
76
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Figure 6.11: Comparison of the maximum wire length bounds obtained for PB3(N ) and
PC3(N ).
by only a polylogarithmic function of N .
From Table 6.3 and gures 6.8 to 6.11, only if the number of dimensions r is bounded
the collinear method obtains bounds that match the lower bounds. In most cases it
gave better bounds than the other two approaches. The only exception we have is the
product of complete binary trees. When applicable, the use of bisectors seems to give
same maximum wire lengths as the use of bifurcators.
The above analyses suggest the method based on collinear layouts as a very useful
and powerful approach to the layout problem for homogeneous product networks. More
research may help in nding normal collinear layouts with small wiring width and small
bandwidth for a variety of factor graphs.
Clearly, it is still necessary to study how these results can be extended to obtain
layouts for heterogeneous product networks. If the heterogeneous product network is
obtained from same-size factor graphs it is not dicult to derive bounds similar to those
presented by just considering the worst case. For instance, the lower bounds presented
in theorems 6.5 and 6.6 are still valid if we de ne C as the maximum of the maximal
congestions of the factor graphs. Similarly, if f is the largest asymptotic complexity
bisector of all the factor graphs, then the product graph has a O(x(r 1)=rf (x1=r ))-bisector.
The results for bifurcators and collinear layouts can be generalized in a similar way.
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Figure 6.8: Comparison of the maximum wire length bounds obtained for PL3(N ).
Complete binary tree 2-dimensions
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Figure 6.9: Comparison of the maximum wire length bounds obtained for PT2(N ) and
PT3(N ), respectively.
Shuffle exchange and de Bruijn 3-dimensions
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Figure 6.10: Comparison of the maximum wire length bounds obtained for PS3(N ) and
PD3(N ).
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on the layout area in Table 6.2. We do not know the bandwidth of these layouts to
obtain a bound on the wire length. Instead, we use the wiring width and bandwidth
of a collinear layout presented in [78] for the shue-exchange graph, which has wiring
width O(N= log 1=2 N ) and bandwidth O(N= log 1=2 N ). Note, then, that the maximum
wire length bounds presented in Table 6.3 for these networks may not be achievable with
the optimal area layout presented in Table 6.2.
The normal collinear layout obtained by placing the levels of the butter y in order
one after the other has wiring width O(N= log N ) and bandwidth O(N= log N ). A similar
approach can be used for the cube-connected cycles to obtain the same bounds. The
hypercube has, as factor network, the 2-node linear array which is laid out with wiring
width 1 and bandwidth 1 (see Figure 6.4.(a).) The Petersen graph can be laid down in a
normal collinear layout with both wiring width and bandwidth O(1). Also, it is possible
to obtain a normal collinear layout for K (N ) with wiring width O(N 2 ).
In gures 6.5 to 6.11 we plot these bounds in a graphical form for those networks
considered more interesting. In these gures the x axis shows the value of N (the number of nodes in the factor graph) while the y axis shows the value of the bounds on a
logarithmic scale, with all the constant factors neglected (we ignore the and the O.)
The curves have been labeled with \Low" (lower bound), \Bis" (upper bound obtained
by using bisectors), \Bif" (upper bound obtained by using bifurcators), and \Col" (upper bound obtained by using collinear layouts.) In the gures we x the value of r to
3, representing also the value r = 2 when interesting. For larger values of r the shape
of the gures will remain practically the same, since the di erence between bounds is a
function of N . The area bounds for the linear array are not plotted for 2 dimensions
for the triviality of the layout in this case. For more dimensions all the approaches yield
area-optimal layouts and the plot is not interesting. The bounds are not plotted neither
for the hypercube nor for the product of Petersen graphs, since N is xed for both networks. Also, we did not plot the case for products of complete graphs since there is only
one upper bound result. For hypercubes and products of Petersen and complete graphs
the area of collinear layouts are optimal, but in maximum wire length they di er from
the lower bound by a factor of r.
From the results presented in Table 6.2 and gures 6.5 to 6.7, the proposed method
based on collinear layouts seems to generate layouts with optimum area in most of the
cases. Only for products of complete binary trees the layout area is not minimum, and
it is not possible to reach an optimal area layout for this network using this method,
since we would need a normal collinear layout for the complete binary tree with constant
wiring width. The layouts obtained by using bisectors (when applicable) are also quite
area-ecient, since they have optimal area for more than two dimensions in the studied
cases (see gures 6.5 and 6.7.) In fact, the layout obtained for the product of complete
binary trees is also optimal for 2 dimensions since, as we see in Chapter 7, this network
has the mesh of trees as a subgraph, which requires area (N 2 log2 N ) for two dimensions
[41]. The layouts obtained by using bifurcators are not always area-optimal, but are o
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Figure 6.5: Comparison of the area bounds obtained for PT2(N ) and PT3(N ), respectively.
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Figure 6.6: Comparison of the area bounds obtained for PS3(N ) and PD3 (N ).
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Figure 6.7: Comparison of the area bounds obtained for PB2(N ) and PC2(N ), and
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6.4 Application to Speci c Networks
In tables 6.2 and 6.3 we have compiled the bounds obtained by applying the presented
results to several networks. In both tables UN stands for \unknown" and N.A. stands
for \not applicable." Table 6.2 presents the bounds on layout area. The upper bounds
marked in this table with \*" are optimal. Table 6.3 presents the bounds on maximum
wire length. The upper bounds marked in this table with \*" are optimal if r is bounded.
We rst present how these bounds have been obtained.
The second column in both tables presents the lower bounds obtained by direct application of theorems 6.5 and 6.6. The value of the maximal congestion for all the factor
networks was already obtained in Section 3.3.
The third and fourth columns of the tables present upper bounds obtained from
bisectors of the factor graphs. It is easy to observe that the linear array and the complete
binary tree have O(1)-bisectors. By applying Corollary 6.1 the presented bounds are
directly obtained. There have not been found, as far as we know, tight bisectors for the
shue-exchange and the de Bruijn graphs. Thus we present the corresponding bounds as
unknown. We can easily show that the (n2n )-node butter y can be bisected by removing
O(2n ) edges, resulting in two butter ies with one less level and several isolated nodes.
Therefore we conclude that the butter y has a O(x= log x)-bisector. Similarly it can be
shown that the cube-connected cycles has a O(x= log x)-bisector. To obtain the bounds
on wire length we use x= log x = x for some > 0 and, therefore, > 0 in Corollary 6.1
for both networks. Since the hypercube and the product of Petersen graphs can only
grow by increasing the number of dimensions, they are considered here as networks with
unbounded number of dimensions, and the bisector approach can not be applied to them.
Similarly, this approach can not be applied to the product of complete graphs since K (N )
has not bounded vertex degree.
The fth and sixth columns contain the bounds obtained from bifurcators of the factor
networks. The linear array and the complete binary tree have 0-special bifurcators. The
value of the bifurcators for the shue-exchange and de Bruijn networks are obtained from
known layouts of area O(N 2= log2 N ) [41], that implies the existence of O(N= log N )bifurcators for these networks [9]. It is easy to see that the butter y and the cubeconnected cycles have 1-special bifurcators. We then apply corollaries 6.2 and 6.3 to
obtain the bounds on layout area and maximumwire length for all these networks. Again,
the hypercube and the product of complete and Petersen graphs are not considered.
The last column of the tables present the upper bounds obtained from collinear layouts
for the factor networks. If the nodes of the linear array are laid down in a line we obtain
a collinear layout with wiring width 1 and bandwidth 1. The complete binary tree has a
collinear layout with wiring width O(log N ) and bandwidth O(N ), which can be obtained
by just labeling the nodes in in-order. For the shue-exchange and de Bruijn graphs we
can apply lemmas 6.3 and 6.4 to their optimal O(N= log N )  O(N= log N ) area layouts
[41] to obtain normal collinear layouts with wiring width O(N= log N ), hence the bounds
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C : max. congestion
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f (x)-bisector
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Max. Wire Length
(N r+1 =Crd)

O(N 2 f 2 (N ) log2 N )
O(N 2(r 1)f 2 (N ))
O(x )-bisector
O(N 2 log2 N )
O(N log N= log log N )
O(N 2(r+ 1))
O(N r+ 1 )
N=F )p
2
2(r 1) 2
r
1
F -bifurcator
O(N
F log (N=F )) O(N F log log(log(
N=6(2+ 2)F ) )
-special bifurcator
O(N 2 log2 N )
O(N log N= log log N )
O(N 2(r+ 1))
O(N r+ 1 )
2 2(r 1)
w: wiring width
O(w N
)
O(bwN r 2 )
b: bandwidth

Condition
r=2
r>2

= 0 and r = 2
Otherwise
= 0 and r = 2
Otherwise

Table 6.1: Results on VLSI layout complexity obtained.
Factor
network
L(N )
T (N )
S (N )
D (N )
B (N )
C (N )
Q1
P (10)
K (N )

Upper bound for the area of product network
Lower
Bisector
Bisector
Bifurcator
Bifurcator
bounds
(r = 2)
(r > 2)
(r = 2)
(r > 2)
Collinear
2
2
2(r 1)
2
2(r 1)
2
2(r 1)
(N
) O(N log N ) O(N
) * O(N log N ) O(N
)*
O(N 2(r 1)) *
(N 2(r 1) ) O(N 2 log2 N ) * O(N 2(r 1) ) * O(N 2 log2 N ) * O(N 2(r 1)) * O(N 2(r 1) log2 N )
2
N
( logN22rN )
UN
O(N 2r logloglog
O(N 2r = log2 N ) *
2N )
2r
log 2 log N
N
2
r
( log 2 N )
UN
O(N log2 N )
O(N 2r = log2 N ) *
2r
2r
( logN2 N )
O (N 4 )
O( logN2 N ) *
O(N 2r )
O(N 2r = log2 N ) *
2r
2r
N
N
4
2
r
( log 2 N )
O (N )
O( log2 N ) *
O (N )
O(N 2r = log2 N ) *
(22(r 1) )
N.A.
N.A.
O(22(r 1)) *
(102(r 1) )
N.A.
N.A.
O(102(r 1)) *
(N 2(r+1) )
N.A.
N.A.
O(N 2(r+1) ) *

Table 6.2: Bounds on the layout area obtained by application of the presented methods.
Factor
network
L(N )
T (N )
S (N )
D(N )
B (N )
C (N )
Q1
P (10)
K (N )

Upper bound for the wire length of product network
Lower
Bisector
Bisector Bifurcator Bifurcator
bounds
(r = 2)
(r > 2)
(r = 2)
(r > 2)
Collinear
log N
log N
r
2
r
1
r
1
(N =r) O(N log log N ) O(N ) O(N log log N ) O(N )
O(N r 2) *
r
1
( rNlog N ) O(N logloglogNN ) O(N r 1 ) O(N logloglogNN ) O(N r 1 ) O(N r 1 log N )
( r logN 2r N )
UN
O(N r log NloglogloglogNlog N )
O(N r = log N )
r
log log N
N
r
( r log2 N )
UN
O(N log N log log log N )
O(N r = log N )
r
( r logN 2 N )
O(N r )
O(N r )
O(N r = log2 N ) *
r
N
r
r
( r log2 N )
O(N )
O(N )
O(N r = log2 N ) *
(2r 2 =r)
N.A.
N.A.
O(2r 2 ) *
r
2
(10 =r)
N.A.
N.A.
O(10r 2) *
r
+1
(N =r)
N.A.
N.A.
O(N r+1 ) *

Table 6.3: Bounds on the wire length obtained by application of the presented methods.
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enough connection points in each side of the node when needed. Figure 6.4.(b) presents
this initial situation for our example graph.
For each row of nodes we apply the following iterative process. We start by creating
w new rows above the row of nodes. The nodes in the row are divided in N dr=2e 1 groups
of N adjacent nodes each, and the nodes in each group are connected using the created
rows with the wires laid down as speci ed by the normal collinear layout of G(N ). This
completes the connections for the rst dimension of the product graph. We subsequently
create wN new rows, divide the nodes in a row into N dr=2e 2 groups of N 2 adjacent nodes
each, and use the wN new rows in groups of w each to connect N nodes of the second
dimension. These nodes are N nodes apart from one another.
In the ith iteration we create wN i 1 new rows, divide the nodes in N dr=2e i groups of
N i nodes each, and connect sets of N nodes in the ith dimension, each N i 1 nodes apart
from one another.
This process isPapplied dr=2e times for each row of nodes. The total number of wiring
r=2e 1 i
rows created is w id=0
N . This is the distance between two rows of processors. Two
adjacent processors in the same row are still touching each other. Figure 6.4.(c) presents
the example layout after completion of the above process. To obtain this layout we
applied the iterative step twice.
The same iterative process can be applied br=2c times to connect
the columns. As a
P
b
r=
2
result, we nd that the columns of processors are at distance w i=0 c 1 N i . This completes the proof. Figure 6.4.(d) shows the nal layout obtained for our example graph.
From this theorem we can obtain bounds on the area and maximum wire length for
the layout.

Corollary 6.4 If G(N ) has a normal collinear layout with wiring width w and bandwidth
b, then PGr (N ) can be laid out in an area of dimensions (wN r 1 )  (wN r 1 ) with
maximum wire length (bwN r 2).

Proof: The length of the layoutPbobtained
from the above theorem
along the horizontal
P
r=2c 1 i
b
r=2c 1 i
d
r=
2
e
dimension is N (dr=2e + w i=0 N ). Since w  =2, i=0 N = (N br=2c 1),
and N br=2c 1  dr=2e for N  2 and r  2, then thisPlength is (wN r 1 ). The length
r=2e 1 N i ) = (wN r 1 ). Simialong the vertical dimension is N br=2c(dr=2e + w P id=0
r=2e 1 N i + b(N dr=2e 1(dr=2e +
larly,
the length of the longest edge is at most 2w id=0
P
w

br=2c 1 N i )) = (bwN r 2 ).
i=0

In Table 6.1 we have compiled the results obtained in this chapter.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 6.4: Layout for the 3-dimensional hypercube.
Since the N -node directed complete graph can be embedded onto the graph G(N ) with
congestion C , it follows that any embedding of G(N ) onto L(N ) requires congestion at
least N 2=2C if N is even, or at least (N 2 1)=2C if N is odd, since otherwise we could
obtain an embedding of the directed complete graph with congestion smaller than its
maximal congestion.
Since the congestion of any embedding of G(N ) onto L(N ) is a lower bound on the
number of rows needed to route the edges of G(N ), the result follows.

The Layout Method for Product Graphs

The following theorem represents the main result of this section. The proof gives an
algorithm to obtain the layout for a product graph from a normal collinear layout of its
factor graph.

Theorem 6.12 If G(N ) has a normal collinear layout with wiring width w, then PGr (N )
has a layout with square nodes of side dr=2e placed regularly in N dr=2e columns of N br=2c
P
r=2c 1 i
nodes each, where two adjacent columns P
of nodes are at distance w ib=0
N and two
d
r=2e 1 i
adjacent rows of nodes are at distance w i=0 N .

Proof: We show the iterative process that can be used to obtain the desired layout.

The proof is illustrated in Figure 6.4, which presents the construction of a layout for
the 3-dimensional hypercube. Figure 6.4.(a) presents a normal collinear layout for the
2-node linear array.
Initially, we place the N r nodes of PGr (N ) in the layout as squares of side dr=2e in
a grid fashion with N dr=2e columns of nodes and N br=2c rows of nodes. Each node touches
its neighbor nodes in the layout. The size of the nodes will guarantee that there are
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side across the columns just created. Figure 6.3.(c) presents the 2 new columns created
in this step. Then, move u to the bottom rows, after resizing it to u  . Finally, use
the newly created columns as well as the rows originally allocated to u to reroute the
edges from the bottom rows. Since u had at least u rows and we have u columns, this
rerouting can be done. Figure 6.3.(d) presents the nal result for our example.
ends the transformation. Note that the total number of added columns is
P This
u2V u , where V is the set of nodes of G(N ) and, therefore, the length of the layout is O(l + N ).
The above lemma shows that any layout can be transformed into a seminormal
collinear layout with wiring width of the same order as the width of the original layout. While the transformation increases the length of the collinear layout, we will see
that it is the width of the normal collinear layout which dominates the layout area complexity for the product graph. The collinear layout obtained can now be compressed to
obtain a normal collinear layout with at most same wiring width. This is shown in the
following lemma.

Lemma 6.4 If G(N ) has a seminormal collinear layout with wiring width w and band-

width b, it also has a normal collinear layout with wiring width at most w and bandwidth
b.

Proof: The original layout gives us a possible labeling (i.e. the order in which the nodes

of G(N ) can be placed) to obtain the desired wiring width w. This is all we need for
the purpose of obtaining the desired normal layout. We start by placing the N nodes
touching each other along a straight line. The ith node in this line corresponds to the ith
node in the seminormal collinear layout. We then connect these nodes by three-segment
wires (two vertical and one horizontal) as required by the original layout.
Since there is a seminormal collinear layout of width w that uses the same node order,
we can obtain a layout which has at most w rows used for wires. The bandwidth of the
layout remains the same.
Note that, in the above obtained layout, the length of the longest wire is at most
2w + b, where b is the bandwidth of the layout.
We nish this section by presenting a lower bound on the wiring width of any normal
collinear layout for arbitrary graphs.

Theorem 6.11 If the maximal congestion of G(N ) is C then the wiring width for any
normal collinear layout of G(N ) is at least N 2 =2C if N is even, and (N 2 1)=2C if N
is odd.
Proof: Note rst that any embedding of the N -node directed complete graph onto the
linear array L(N ) requires congestion N 2=2 if N is even, and (N 2 1)=2 if N is odd.
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(a)

(b)
(c)

(d)

Figure 6.3: Transformation of a compact layout into a collinear layout.

p

isolated nodes, and at step i at most F= 2i edges are removed to divide the graph, for
i = 0; :::; 2 log Fp. Then, the number of rows needed to route the edges of G(N ) are at
most P2i=0log F F= 2i = O(F ).
Finally, we present a general method to obtain a normal collinear layout from an
arbitrary layout. The following result shows that there is always a seminormal collinear
layout with small wiring width.
Lemma 6.3 If G(N ) has a layout of length l and with w, G(N ) also has a seminormal
collinear layout of length O(l + N ) and wiring width O(w).
Proof: We prove the lemma by showing how to transform the given layout into a seminormal collinear layout with the claimed dimensions. The transformation is illustrated in
Figure 6.3, where we show only the process for one node of the layout. The appearance
of this node in the original layout is shown in Figure 6.3.(a).
We rst transform the nodes of the given layout by adding enough rows so that each
node uses at least u rows, where u is the vertex degree of the node u being transformed.
The width of the resulting layout is at most O(w). Figure 6.3.(b) shows the result of
enlarging our example node to use 2 rows.
We subsequently create  new rows at the bottom of the layout. We will eventually
move all the nodes in the layout to these new rows. No other rows are added in the rest
of the transformation process, therefore the wiring width of the new layout will be O(w).
In our example we assumed  = 3 and then, at the bottom of Figure 6.3.(c), the 3 new
rows introduced are shown.
Then, the following step is applied iteratively until all the nodes are in the created
bottom rows and we have a seminormal collinear layout. The step searches from left to
right for the rst column with tiles assigned to nodes not yet moved. This column can
have tiles from several nodes. If so, we take one node arbitrarily.
Let u be the node we have chosen. Create u new columns on the left side of u.
When creating these columns do not stretch the end of the wires incident to u in that
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also on the bandwidth of the collinear layout. Below, we present several ways to
obtain normal collinear layouts with small wiring width for arbitrary graphs.
3. It is applicable to any graph regardless of the vertex degree, while the applicability of bisector or bifurcator-based approaches are limited to graphs with bounded
degree.
4. The aspect ratio of layouts is always O(1), which is a desirable characteristic for
fabrication.

Methods for Obtaining Normal Collinear Layouts

In this section we are interested in obtaining normal collinear layouts with small wiring
width and small bandwidth, because these are the properties that in uence the characteristics of the layout of the product graph that we obtain. We can devise several
methods to obtain normal collinear layouts for any graph.
First,P observe that any graph G(N ) has a normal collinear layout of wiring width at
most 12 u2V u , where V is the set of nodes of G(N ), since this is the number of wires
in the layout and each wire requires no more than one row.
Second, the problem of nding an ecient collinear layout is closely related to the
class of problems known as \graph labeling" [16]. Given a way of labeling the nodes of
an N -node graph with integer labels 1; :::; N (or, equivalently, given a way of placing the
nodes of the graph on a line), the maximum distance between two connected nodes is
the bandwidth of the labeling, while the maximum number of edges that cross a vertical
line placed between any two nodes is the cutwidth of the labeling. Thus, if there is an
embedding of a graph G(N ) onto the linear array L(N ) with bandwidth b and cutwidth c
it is trivial to obtain a normal collinear layout for G(N ) with wiring width c, bandwidth
b, and longest edge of length O(b + c). For an arbitrary graph, we can obtain a labeling which minimizes the bandwidth and the cutwidth by using dynamic programming
algorithms, or heuristics.
Third, it is shown in [44] how to construct normal collinear layouts for a graph G(N )
with a f (x)-separator. The layout has wiring width O(f (N ) log N ) in general but, if
f (x) = (x ) for > 0, then the wiring width is O(f (N )). For graphs with F -bifurcators
we obtain a similar result in the following lemma.
Lemma 6.2 If G(N ) has a F -bifurcator, then it has a normal collinear layout with
wiring width O(F ).
Proof: The construction of the layout is similar to the construction shown in [44] for
separators. We use a divide-and-conquer process that divides the graph into two subgraphs, obtains a collinear layout for each, and reconnects the two layouts by adding at
most as many new rows as edges were removed in the partition step. From the de nition of bifurcator, the division process is applied at most 2 log F times before we obtain
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and j to count the partitions within an application of the basic process, varying j from
0 to r 1. The absolute count of partition steps for the whole graph is, then, k = ir + j .
In the ith application of the basic process the size of the factor subgraphs that we
are considering is m = N=2i and we remove at most O((N=2i ) ) edges to partition this
subgraph. Then, the kth absolute partition step removes at most O((N=2i ) (N=2i )r j 1
(N=2i+1 )j ) edges. We can write
(N=2i ) (N=2i )r

j 1 (N=2i+1 )j

r+
= 2Nk i(1

1
):

Since k i(1 )  k=2 for r  2 we can conclude that PGr (N ) has a O(N r+ 1 )bifurcator. We still need to show in which cases this is a (r + 1)-type B bifurcator.
Note that
N r+ 1 = (N r )1 (1 )=r :
2k i(1 ) (2k )1 i(1 )=k
Since (1

where 1 (1
and > 0.

)=r  i(1

)=k then 1 i(1

)=k  1 (1

)=r and, therefore,

(N r )1 (1 )=r = O((N r =2k )1 (1 )=r)
(2k )1 i(1 )=k
)=r > 1=2 (i.e. we have a type B bifurcator) if either r > 2, or r = 2

We can now apply theorems 6.3 and 6.4 combined with this theorem to obtain the
following corollary.

Corollary 6.3 If2 G(N ) has a -special bifurcator thenlogPG
r (N ) can be laid out in an
N

area of O(N 2 log N ) with maximum wire length O(N log log N ) if r = 2 and = 0, or in
an area of O(N 2(r+ 1)) with maximum wire length O(N r+ 1 ) otherwise.

6.3.3 Upper Bounds Based on Collinear Layouts

In this section we present another approach to obtain layouts for product networks. We
use a collinear layout for the factor network to obtain a layout for the homogeneous
product network. This collinear approach for laying out product graphs has several
advantages:
1. It gave the optimal area layouts for all the cases we considered (with only one
exception), and wire lengths were quite close to optimal.
2. It depends on obtaining a collinear layout for the factor graph, which is much easier
to obtain than good bisectors or bifurcators. The area of the layout only depends
on the wiring width of the collinear layout. The maximum wire length depends
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the worst case, we take the larger of the two obtained subgraphs. We can partition this
subgraph by dimension
2 by removing at most H dN=2eN r 2 edges. This value is smaller
p
r
1
than HN = 2.
We can continue in this way partitioning the subgraphs by each dimension. When
dividing the largest subgraphp by dimension i we remove at most H dN=2ei 1 N r i edges,
that is smaller than HN r i = 2i 1 . After dividing by dimension r each subgraph obtained
has at most dN=2e nodes along each dimension.
r 1 =p 2
If we start the process again, thep next
division
will
remove
at
most
H
d
N=
2
e
edges, that is smaller than HN r 1= 2r . Therefore, the process can be repeated without
exceeding the maximum number of edges allowed by the de nition of bifurcator.
As in the proof of Theorem 6.7, we can apply the partition process just described to
each of the 2r subgraphs of PGr (N ) obtained, to the subgraphs obtained from them, and
so on, until all the nodes are isolated. By repeating this process at most log N + 1 times
all the nodes in PGr (N ) will be isolated, and the theorem follows.
We recall here
p that Bhatt and Leighton [9] showed that if G(N ) can be laid out in an
area A it has a A
Thus, if G(N ) can be laid out in an area A then PGr (N )
p
p-bifurcator.
has a N r 16(2 + 2) A-bifurcator. From Theorem 6.9 we can obtain bifurcator-based
bounds for the area and maximum wire length by using Theorem 6.3.

Corollary 6.2 If G(N ) has a F -bifurcator then PGr (N ) can be laid out in an area of
N=F )p
O(N 2(r 1)F 2 log2(N=F )) with maximum wire length O(N r 1 F log log(log(
N=6(2+ 2)F ) ).

The above theorem and corollary are universally applicable. However, as Bhatt and
Leighton [9] noted, there are graphs with special characteristics which allow to improve
the above bounds. This fact is re ected in the following results.

Theorem 6.10 If G(N ) has a -special bifurcator then PGr (N ) has a O(N r+ 1 )bifurcator. This is a (r +

1)-type B bifurcator if either r > 2, or r = 2 and > 0.

Proof: Let N be a power of two for simplicity. From Theorem 5 in [9] we know

that G(N ) has a partition process where each partition in Pthe ith partition step bisects the corresponding graph without removing more than 6 ps=i O((N=2s ) ) edges, for
i = 0::: log N 1, and p is the number of steps of the original partition process. This summation is a decreasing geometric series, that is essentially on the order of its rst term.
Then, G(N ) has a partition process such that each partition in the ith partition step
bisects the corresponding graph without removing more than 6O((N=2i ) ) = O((N=2i ) )
edges, for i = 0::: log N 1.
The partition process is similar to the one presented in the proof of Theorem 6.9. We
apply a basic process log N times, partitioning the graphs r times in each application.
We will use i to count the applications of the basic process, i varying from 0 to log N 1,
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the proof is complete.
Once we obtain a bisector for product networks we are ready to apply it to obtain
bounds on the layout parameters. We can use Theorem 6.1 to obtain the following result.

Theorem 6.8 If G(N ) has a f (x)-bisector then PGr (N ) can be laid out in a square of
side O(Nf (N ) log N ) when r = 2, or side O(N (r 1)f (N )) when r > 2.

Proof: In Theorem 6.7 we have obtained that PGr (N ) has a O(x(r

1)=r f (x1=r ))-bisector.

Since PGr (NP) has N r nodes, we can obtain the value of the summation
presented in TheP
r log N i
r log N i N r (r 1)=r
r
i
(
r
1)
=r
i=r
orem 6.1 as i=0 2 O((N =4 )
f (N=4 )) = O(f (N ) i=0 2 ( 4i )
) since
f (x) is a monotonically non-decreasing function. The value of this last summation is
O(N log N ) when r = 2, or O(N r 1 ) when r > 2 [80]. Therefore, the value of the rst
summation is O(Nf (N ) log N ) when r = 2, or O(N r 1 f (N )) when r > 2, and the claim
follows.
4

4

The most studied kind of bisectors has been O(x )-bisectors, for bounded . Theorem 6.2 can be directly applied to product networks to obtain the next corollary.

Corollary 6.1 If G(N ) has2 a O(x )-bisector, for bounded , then PGr (N ) can be laid

out in an area of O(N 2 log N ) with maximum wire length O(N log N= log log N ) when
= 0 and r = 2, or in an area of O(N 2(r+ 1)) with maximum wire length O(N r+ 1 )
otherwise.

6.3.2 Upper Bounds Based on Bifurcators

The following theorem and its corollary present the initial general results of this section.
After these we present additional results applicable to graphs with -special bifurcators,
which yield tighter bounds.

p
Theorem 6.9 If G(N ) has a F -bifurcator then PGr (N ) has a N r 16(2+ 2)F -bifurcator.
Proof: From
p Theorem 6 in [9] we know that if G(N ) has a F -bifurcator then it has a

H = 6(2+ 2)F -bifurcator (balanced bifurcator) that bisects the graph at each partition.
Then, after at most log N +1 partitions G(Np) is transformed into N isolated nodes. Along
the rest of the proof we will denote 6(2 + 2)F as H for brevity.
The proof is very similar to the proof of Theorem 6.7. We show that given PGr (N ) we
can obtain 2r subgraphs, peach being the r-dimensional (possibly heterogeneous) product
of factor graphs with H= 2-bifurcators and at most dN=2e nodes.
We initially consider dimension 1. To partition PGr (N ) we can bisect each G(N )subgraph in this dimension, removing no more than HN r 1 edges in total. Each dimension1 G(N )-subgraph is so divided into a bN=2c-node and a dN=2e-node subgraphs. To follow
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Case N odd: The logic in this case is similar to the logic in the above case, but we

must be careful because by simply bisecting each subgraph along a dimension we
are not bisecting the whole graph. What we do in this case is breaking each G(N )subgraph in a given dimension into two subgraphs, with (N 1)=2 nodes each, and
one isolated node. As the isolated nodes are connected between themselves by the
other dimensions, we also remove these connections and distribute the so obtained
isolated nodes evenly between the two large connected subgraphs.
We can initially take dimension 1. By bisecting each dimension-1 G(N )-subgraph
we remove no more than N r 1f (N ) edges and we obtain two subgraphs with
N r 1(N 1)=2 and N r 1(N + 1)=2 nodes, respectively. Clearly, PGr (N ) has not
been bisected. Now, we can take the subgraph with the larger number of nodes
and isolate one node along dimension 1 from each of the dimension-1 subgraphs,
the same node in each subgraph. Since we are assuming that G(N ) has bounded
vertex degree, we can do so by removing a bounded number of edges from each
dimension-1 subgraph. This leads to a total of O(N r 1 ) edges removed.
Now we have two subgraphs with N r 1(N 1)=2 nodes each, and a (r 1)dimensional subgraph, isomorphic to PGr 1 . From Lemma 6.1, the factor graph
G(N ) that generates the (r 1)-dimensional subgraph has no more than O(Nf (N ))
edges. Therefore we can isolate the nodes of this subgraph by removing at most
(r 1)N r 2 O(Nf (N )) = O(N r 1 f (N )) edges.
As a result of the above process we have two subgraphs with the same number of
nodes and some isolated nodes. If we distribute the isolated nodes evenly between
the two subgraphs our bisection is done. The total number of edges removed has
been N r 1f (N ) + O(N r 1 ) + O(N r 1 f (N )) = O(N r 1 f (N )) from the initial N r node graph.
This process can be applied to each dimension as in the case of N even. In each
application O(N r 1 f (N )) edges are removed from a (N r )-node graph. After the
graph has been bisected in this way along each dimension, we have 2r disjoint rdimensional subgraphs, each being the product of ((N 1)=2)-node graphs with
f (x)-bisector, plus several isolated nodes distributed evenly between them.

We have now 2r subgraphs of PGr (N ) each being the r-dimensional product of factor
graphs with bN=2c nodes and f (x)-bisectors. Note that in the above described process
we only use the fact of PGr (N ) having the same number of nodes along each dimension
and of each factor graph having a f (x)-bisector. Since the obtained subgraphs full l these
requirements, the described process can be applied again to each of them. Subsequently,
the subgraphs obtained from them will also full l the requirements, and the process can
be applied to each of them, and so on, until all the nodes are isolated.
Since in each bisection of the whole process the number of edges removed does not
exceed the limits imposed by the de nition of g(x)-bisector for g(x) = O(x(r 1)=rf (x1=r )),
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Proof: We initially present the following lemma that shall be used in the proof.
Lemma 6.1 If G(N ) has a f (x)-bisector, then it has at most O(Nf (N )) edges.
Proof: Assume for simplicity that N is a power of 2. By the de nition of bisector, G(N )

can be divided into two subgraphs by removing no more than f (N ) edges. Then, we
obtain 2 subgraphs with N=2 nodes each, which can be bisected by removing no more
that f (N=2) edges from each. After i bisections of this kind, we obtain 2i subgraphs with
N=2i nodes each, which in turn can be bisected by removing no more that f (N=2i ) edges
from each. After applying the bisection process log N times we obtain N isolated nodes.
The maximum number of edges removed in the whole process canPbe easily computed
N 1 2i f (N=2i ) =
as, f (N ) + 2f (N=2) + 22f (N=22 ) + ::: + 2log N 1f (N=2log N 1) = log
i=0
O(Nf (N )).
The proof now shows how to divide PGr (N ) into isolated nodes by repeatly applying
bisections that respect the de nition of O(x(r 1)=rf (x1=r))-bisector.
Initially, we show how to divide PGr (N ) into 2r disjoint subgraphs and, possibly,
some isolated nodes. This process is done in r bisection steps, each of which removes
O(N r 1 f (N )) edges from its corresponding graph. At the end of the process, each of
the obtained subgraphs is the r-dimensional (possibly heterogeneous) product of factor
graphs with bN=2c nodes and f (x)-bisectors.
A partition process similar to the one applied to PGr (N ) can then be applied to each
of these subgraphs, to the subgraphs obtained from them, and so on, until all the nodes
are isolated.
The basic partition process considers two cases, when N is even and when N is odd.
Case N even: By de nition of bisector, each of the G(N )-subgraphs in each dimension
can be bisected by removing no more than f (N ) edges. We can initially consider
only the G(N )-subgraphs in dimension 1. PGr (N ) can be divided into two subgraphs with the same number of nodes in each by bisecting each of the dimension-1
G(N )-subgraphs. As there are N r 1 such subgraphs, we have removed no more
than N r 1f (N ) edges from the N r -node graph.
Now, we can take one of the two subgraphs of PGr (N ) obtained and divide it into
two subgraphs with same number of nodes by bisecting each of its dimension2 G(N )-subgraphs. The number of edges removed this time is no more than
N r 1f (N )=2 from a graph with N r =2 nodes.
We can continue this process, bisecting the obtained subgraphs along each dimension. When bisecting the subgraphs by dimension i we are removing no more than
N r 1f (N )=2i 1 = O(N r 1 f (N )) edges from N r =2i 1 = (N r )-node graphs.
After bisecting the subgraphs by dimension r we obtain 2r disjoint subgraphs, each
being the r-dimensional product of (N=2)-node graphs with f (x)-bisectors (because
they are bisections of graphs with f (x)-bisectors.)
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two parameters anymore, since the maximal congestion gives us the same bounds that
we can obtain from them.
Now we present a lower bound on the length of the longest wire in any layout of a
product graph.

Theorem 6.6 If the maximal congestion of G(N ) is C and its diameter
is d, then the
r
length of the longest wire in any layout of PGr (N ) is at least ( NCrd
).
+1

Proof: Theorem 5-2 in [41] shows that any layout of a graph with diameter D and

minimum layout area A has some wire of length at least A1=2=3D. From Theorem 3.1,
the diameter of PGr (N ) is D = rd and, from Theorem 6.5, its layout area is at least
( N Cr ). Therefore, we can conclude that any layout of PGr (N ) has some wire of
r
).
length at least (N3rrd =C) = ( NCrd
2( +1)
2

+1

+1

6.3 Upper Bounds
In this section we rst present upper bounds obtained by traditional frameworks, namely
bisectors and bifurcators. We show that, given a bisector or a bifurcator for the factor
graph, we can obtain a bisector or a bifurcator for the product graph. Since these
frameworks are only applicable to networks with bounded vertex degree, we will assume
that the factor graph has bounded vertex degree and that the number of dimensions of
the product network is also bounded. These assumptions are not very restrictive if we
are dealing with factor networks that can grow without increasing the vertex degree.
Sherlekar and JaJa [70, 71] investigated the use of separators and bifurcators to obtain
ecient layouts for unbounded-vertex-degree graphs. However, the kinds of separators
and bifurcators they use are so restrictive that it does not seem possible to obtain simple
general results for product graphs by using them.
Subsequently, we present another approach that is universally applicable and does
not have any restriction on the vertex degree or on the number of dimensions. This
method of obtaining ecient layouts for product networks is based on the existence of
ecient collinear layouts for the factor networks. We show that it is always possible to
nd reasonably ecient collinear layouts for any network and present a speci c technique
to do so.

6.3.1 Upper Bounds Based on Bisectors

The following theorem presents the basic result of this section.

Theorem 6.7 If G(N ) has a f (x)-bisector, then PGr (N ) has a O(x(r

bisector.

1)=r f (x1=r ))-
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Figure 6.2: Normal collinear layout for K (5).

De nition 6.7 The wiring width of a collinear layout is the number of rows used to
route the wires in the layout.

The value of the wiring width is always the width of the layout minus the maximum
vertex degree .

De nition 6.8 The bandwidth of a collinear layout is the maximum distance, in number
of nodes, between any two connected nodes.

The maximum wire length is closely related to the bandwidth of a layout as we discuss
later. Figure 6.2 presents a normal collinear layout for K (5) with wiring width 6 and
bandwidth 4.

6.2 Lower Bounds
In this section we obtain lower bounds on the layout area and maximum wire length
required by any layout of PGr (N ).
In [78], Thompson showed that the square of the bisection width is a lower bound
(within a constant factor) on the wire area required by any layout of a graph. Similarly,
Leighton [41] presented the crossing number as a lower bound on the wire area of any
layout of a graph. Then, we can use theorems 3.9 and 3.10 to prove the following theorem.

Theorem 6.5 Ifr the maximal congestion of G(N ) is C then the layout area of PGr (N )
is at least ( N C ).
2( +1)
2

This result emphasizes the importance of the maximal congestion as a parameter
of a graph. Previously, the two approaches to obtain lower bounds on the layout area,
bisection width and crossing number, were considered independent from each other. Here,
we have shown the maximal congestion as a link between both approaches, which allow
to obtain tight lower bounds on the area. In fact, in many cases we do not need the other
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De nition
6.3 A n-node graph has a -special bifurcator, 0   1, if it has a
p
O(maxf n; n g)-bifurcator such that no more than O((n=2i ) ) edges are removed in
each partition at the ith step of the partition process, where i = 0 initially.

p

Note that when = 1=2 we have the de nition of n-bifurcator, but for 6= 1=2 the
partition process de ned is more restrictive than the one implied in De nition 6.2. We
now de ne a subclass of graphs with -special bifurcators. This subclass was originally
considered in [9].

De nition 6.4 A graph has a -type B bifurcator if it has a -special bifurcator, where
> 1=2.

From the value of the bifurcator of a graph, there have been presented the following
results in [9].

Theorem 6.3 A n-node graph with a F -bifurcator
can be laid out in an area of O(F 2
n
log F
log2 Fn ) with maximum wire length of O(F loglog
n ).
F

Theorem 6.4 A n-node graph with a -type B bifurcator can be laid out in an area of
O(n2 ) with maximum wire length of O(n ).

Again, the bifurcator framework is restricted to be used with bounded degree networks.

6.1.4 Collinear Layouts

The last approach to obtain layouts for homogeneous product networks we investigate is
based on the existence of ecient collinear layouts of the factor graph. A VLSI layout
is called collinear if all the nodes are placed along a straight line. We will use collinear
layouts of the factor graph to generate layouts for the product graph.
To be able to use them, we impose several restrictions on the collinear layouts. We
assume that the nodes are aligned horizontally.

De nition 6.5 A collinear layout is seminormal if all the nodes in the layout are placed
at the bottom rows of the layout, a node u occupies  rows and u columns, and all the
wires are laid down above the row .

De nition 6.6 A collinear layout is normal if it is seminormal, all the nodes are adjacent, and all the wires are laid down as two vertical sections connected by a horizontal
section.
For these two classes of layouts we can de ne two new parameters.
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De nition 6.1 Let f (x) be a monotonically non-decreasing function. A n-node graph

has a f (x)-bisector either if it has only one node or if by removing at most f (n) of its
edges it can be divided into two subgraphs with the same number of nodes (within one),
both with f (x)-bisectors.

In general, separators need not bisect the graph at each stage. Our de nition is more
restrictive, for instance, than the de nition of separator used by Leiserson [44]. However,
Ullman [80] showed how to obtain a bisector (he calls it strong separator) from separators
as de ned by Leiserson.
The separator framework is restricted to lay out graphs with bounded vertex degree.
This is an important restriction on the applicability of this framework.
We also present several results for graphs with given bisectors. The following result
can be found in [80].

Theorem 6.1 pA n-node
with a f (x)-bisector can be laid out in a square area whose
Plog ngraph
i
side is O(maxf n; i=0 2 f (n=4i )g).
4

The kind of bisectors most commonly considered
of the form f (x) = O(x ).
pn) ifare <those
1
=
2,
a value O(n ) if > 1=2,
For them the above
summation
takes
a
value
O
(
p
and a value O( n log n) if = 1=2. For graphs with these kind of bisectors it has been
shown that the above areas can be obtained with the following maximum wire length
[41].

Theorem 6.2 A n-node graph with a f (x)-bisector, where
p f (x) = O(x ), can be laid

out in an area of O(n) with maximum wire length of O( n log n) if < 1=2, in an area
of O(n2 ) with maximum wire length
of O(n ) if > 1=2, and in an area of O(n log2 n)
p
with maximum wire length of O( n log n= log log n) if = 1=2.

6.1.3 Bifurcators

Bifurcators appeared as an alternative to separators. They solve some of the problems
and restrictions of the separator framework.

De nition 6.2 A graph has a F -bifurcator either if it has only one node por if by remov-

ing at most F of its edges it can be divided into two subgraphs, both with F= 2-bifurcators.

The de nition of bifurcator implies a way to iteratively partition the graph so that
p
in the ith step of this partition process (with i = 0 initially) no more than F= 2i
edges are removed in each partition (at the ith step of the partition process we are
partitioning 2i disjoint graphs.) Special cases of graphs will be considered based on
additional restrictions imposed in this partition process.
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Figure 6.1: Collinear layout for K (5).
node u with vertex degree u is laid out as a rectangle with sides of length at least (u).
Under this model, the wire area of a layout is the number of tiles that hold either a
section of a wire or a wire crossing. The length of a wire is the number of tiles traversed by
the wire from its source node to its destination node. For technological reasons [80], the
layout area is de ned as the area of the smallest rectangle that contains all the allocated
tiles of the layout. This value is fully described with the length and the width of this
rectangle. We assume that the width of a layout is the length of the shorter side of the
rectangle and the length of the layout is the length of the longer side. We also assume
that the rectangle is oriented in the grid with the longer side horizontally placed.
Figure 6.1 shows a layout for the 5-node complete graph, K (5), with layout area of
77, wire area of 55, width of 7, length of 11, and length of the longest wire of 15.
The area of a layout strongly determines its fabrication cost. It has been shown that
the larger the area, the smaller the yield of the manufacturing process [80]. Furthermore,
the reduction of the yield is exponential with the area. Therefore it is interesting to have
layouts with the least possible area.
In the other side, we also try to reduce the length of the longest wire in the layout, since
it imposes a restriction on the speed of the system [80]. This is due to the propagation
time of signals from one extreme to the other of the wire, which at the processing speeds
of a VLSI system is not negligible.
Thompson [77, 78] showed that the square of the bisection width is a lower bound on
the wire area of any network. Leighton [41] presented the crossing number as an even
tighter bound for the wire area. These fact will be used to obtain lower bounds on the
area for our networks.

6.1.2 Separators

In this chapter we consider a special kind of separators, which we denote as \bisectors."

Chapter 6
VLSI Layout Complexity
This chapter explores the VLSI layout complexity of homogeneous product networks.
Here, we obtain lower and upper bounds on the area and wire length of layouts for these
networks.
In the following section we present relevant background for this chapter. Then we
present the lower bounds obtained. Finally, we present upper bounds derived by using
two traditional frameworks, separators and bifurcators, and a new approach based on
collinear layouts.

6.1 Foundations
In this section we start by de ning the VLSI layout model used. Then, we refer to
previous popular frameworks used to derive layouts under this model: separators and
bifurcators. Finally, we will present a special kind of layouts (collinear layouts) that will
be used in this research to obtain ecient layouts for product graphs.

6.1.1 The Thompson's Grid Model

The VLSI layout model we use was de ned by Thompson [77, 78]. In this model, the
layout area is divided into square \tiles" of unit area, placed in a grid fashion. Each tile
can hold either a section of wire, a node, or a wire crossing. The wires of the layout run
either horizontally or vertically on this grid. If two wires enter the same tile they must
have di erent directions and they cannot change direction in the tile.
Observe that since a node is assigned to a tile, the nodes are not allowed to have
more than 4 incident wires. When a node has a degree larger than 4, Thompson has
proposed to model it with a set of adjacent tiles whose perimeter is at least the desired
degree. Although the smallest area required to have a perimeter of u for a node u has
only O(u ) tiles, it is much more realistic to assume that a node with vertex degree u
will require area of at least (u )  (u). In this dissertation we shall assume that any
54
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to the square of the number of nodes of the input graph. This is the best time complexity
known for any algorithm solving this problem.
In the n  n grid it is know an algorithm that nds the tree in O(n) time. If we
consider n = N r=2, our algorithm takes O(r2 N log N ) time, that is better for a large
enough value of r.
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Factor network
Sorting
L(N )
O(r2N ) *
T (N )
O(r2N ) *
S (N )
O(r2 log2 N )
D(N )
O(r2 log2 N )
Q1
O(r2)
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Summation
O(rN ) *
O(r log N ) *
O(r log N ) *
O(r log N ) *
O(r) *

Matrix mult. Min. weight sp. tree
O(rN ) *
O(r2 N log N )
O(r log N ) *
O(r2 log2 N )
O(r log N ) *
O(r2 log2 N )
O(r log N ) *
O(r2 log2 N )
O(r) *
O(r2)

Table 5.1: Time complexity of the presented algorithms in several networks.
From the results presented, it can be observed that the time taken by the sorting
algorithm in the grid and the product of complete binary trees with bounded number
of dimensions is O(N ), which is optimal. In Qr the algorithm takes O(r2 ) time steps,
reaching the asymptotic bound of the odd-even merge sorting algorithm in the hypercube.
Although there are asymptotically better sorting algorithms for the hypercube [19], they
are not practically useful for reasonable number ( 220) of keys.
In other networks our sorting algorithm improves the computation time taken by
alternative ways of sorting. For instance, in the product of de Bruijn or shue-exchange
graphs we could try to embed the N r -node instance of the pure factor graph and use the
sorting algorithm for the factor graph to sort in the product graph. If we use the odd-even
merge sorting algorithm in the factor graph, this algorithm will take O(r2 log2 N ) steps
that have to be emulated by the product graph. Since the embedding has congestion (r),
the emulation will not have constant slowdown, and our algorithm will be preferable. If we
consider the number of dimensions bounded then both options present same asymptotic
complexity, but our algorithm has a smaller constant.
The values obtained for the summation algorithm are asymptotically optimal, since
they match the lower bound de ned by the diameter of the respective networks.
For the same reason, the time complexities for matrix multiplication are asymptotically optimal. In some cases we might be poorly using the amount of processors we
have. For instance, there are algorithm that can multiply larger matrices in the grid
PL3(N ) than ours. However, in this case, we can always emulate this network with any
homogeneous product network if G(N ) is connected.
For most of the studied network the matrix multiplication algorithm performs very
eciently. The implementation in the product of complete binary trees performs as
eciently as the algorithm for mesh of trees presented in [58], while it uses less processors
(4N r 3N r=3 opposed to N r .) The implementation in the hypercube obtains the same
time complexity as the fastest algorithm for hypercubes (in fact both algorithms turn
out to be almost the same.) Again, for products of shue-exchange and de Bruijn the
algorithm outperforms the option of emulating the best algorithm for the factor network.
The presented complexities for the minimum-weight spanning tree problem are worstcase values. In most cases we obtain that at most we need a number of steps proportional
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For the other algorithms, if we take as node 0 the node in the center of L(N ),
then broadcasting, point-to-point communication, summation, and search of the
minimum takes at most bN=2c + 1 steps. Hence, the time to obtain the summation
of N r values in PLr (N ) is rbN=2c+1, the time to multiply two N r=3 N r=3 matrices
is 2rbN=2c=3 + 1, and the time to obtain the minimum-weight spanning tree of a
N r=2-node graph is 4r2bN=2c log 4=3 N + 1.
Product of complete binary trees. For this network we can directly apply Corollary 5.1 and obtain that PTr(N ) can sort N r values in O(r2N ) time steps.
If the special node 0 is the root of T (N ), it can do all the required operations for
the other algorithms in log(N + 1) steps. We can obtain, then that the summation algorithm will take r log(N + 1) r + 1 time steps in PTr(N ), the matrix
multiplication algorithm will take 2r(log(N + 1) 1)=3 + 1 time steps, and the
minimum-weight spanning-tree algorithm will take 4r2 (log(N + 1) 1) log4=3 N + 1
time steps.
Product of de Bruijn and shue-exchange networks. We can sort in their twodimensional instances by using the embeddings of their respective factor networks,
which will be presented in Chapter 7 and have constant dilation and congestion for
bounded number of dimensions. Given the existence of algorithms to sort n keys
in any hypercubic network in O(log2 n) time, we can sort by emulation N 2 keys in
a two-dimensional product network in O(log2 N 2) = O(log2 N ) time steps. Then,
our algorithm will take O(r2 log2 N ) time steps in these networks. Again, if r is
bounded the expression simpli es to O(log2 N ).
The diameter of S (N ) is 2 log N 1 and the diameter of D(N ) is log N . This value
plus one is the time that any of the operations required by the other algorithms
require. Then we obtain that their product take, respectively, r(2 log N 1)+1 and
r log N +1 time steps to obtain the summation of N r values, 2r(2 log N 1)=3+1 and
2r log N=3+1 time steps to multiply two matrices, and 4r2 (2 log N 1) log4=3 N +1
and 4r2 log N log4=3 N + 1 to nd the minimum-weight spanning tree of a graph.
Hypercube. From the above analysis of the grid, and given that for the hypercube
N = 2, the time to sort in Qr with our algorithm is O(r2 ).
Similarly, the time to broadcast, communicate, perform a summation, or nd the
minimum in the factor graph is 2 time steps. That yields r +1 time steps to perform
the summation, 2r=3 + 1 time steps to multiply matrices, and 4r2 log4=3 2 + 1 time
steps to nd the minimum-weight spanning tree of a graph in Qr .
Table 5.1 summarizes the results derived in asymptotic form. The time complexities
of the sorting algorithm marked with \*" are optimal if the number of dimensions is
bounded. The time complexities of summations and matrix multiplications are optimal,
and are also marked with \*".
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 Send w(i) and L0(i) to the column root (0; i).
And the value of P (i) is obtained as follows.
 Multicast the values w(i) and L0(i) from the row roots (i; 0) to every (i; j ).
 Select nodes (i; j ) such that L(i) = L(j ). These values were already in the nodes
from the above process.
 Compute the minimum weight of the values w(i) from the selected nodes in the
column root (0; j ). Make P (j ) equal to the associated value L0(i) received.
 Send P (j ) to the row root (j; 0).
The analysis of the time steps taken by the whole process follows. In the process of
obtaining L0(i) we need to do a multicast in a PGr=2(N )-subgraph, the computation of
a minimum in a PGr=2(N )-subgraph, and the communication between column and row
roots. Therefore, this rst process takes 2r (B(N ) + M(N ) + 2C (N )).
The computation of P (i) is similar and takes same amount of time. Adding these
times with the pointer jumpings, the total time taken by the set of steps described above
is:

r(B(N ) + M(N ) + 2C (N )) + r(B(N ) + 3C (N )) = r(2B(N ) + 5C (N ) + M(N ))
It is shown in [42, pp. 336-338] that this set of steps is repeated at most log4=3 n =
log4=3 N r=2 times. Therefore, the total time taken by the algorithms is:

r2 log N (2B(N ) + 5C (N ) + M(N ))
2 4=3

5.6 Application to Speci c Networks
Here we obtain the time taken by the presented algorithms in several product networks.
These times are subsequently compiled in Table 5.1.
Since the concatenation of execution of several algorithms for the factor graph saves
us some steps in the computation, we will apply a small trick to obtain the actual value
of the time steps taken by an algorithm. We will consider in the formulas the value of
B(N ), (N ), C (N ), and M(N ) one unit less than its actual value and we will add a unit
to the nal result obtained.

Grid. Schnorr and Shamir [67] showed that it is possible to sort N 2 keys in a 2dimensional grid PL2(N ) in O(N ) time steps. This value of S2(N ) implies that our

sorting algorithm will take O(r2N ) time steps to sort N r keys in PLr (N ). If we
consider the number of dimensions r bounded, this expression simpli es to O(N ).
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We will present now the algorithm in detail. The logic and the terminology is similar to
that used in [42, pp. 325-338]. We will refer there for some of the details of the algorithm.
The algorithm works by grouping the nodes of the graph in sets, denoted as supernodes. Then, it iteratively searches the minimum-weight edge incident to every supernode,
adds those edges to the list of edges of the tree, and joins the supernodes connected by
these edges. Initially, the set of supernodes is simply the set of nodes of the graph.
In the minimum-weight spanning-tree algorithm we use an algorithm to nd the
minimum value of a set of values placed in the nodes of a product graph PGk (N ). This
problem is similar in structure to the summation problem, and the summation algorithm
can be easily modi ed to obtain an algorithm for this problem. Then, if there is an
algorithm to nd the minimum in G(N ) in M(N ) time, we can nd the minimum in
PGk (N ) in kM(N ) time.
In the physical implementation of the minimum-weight spanning-tree algorithm, each
node (i; j ) holds the weight wi;j . Each (row and column) root (i; 0) and (0; i) has a value
L(i) that is the identi er of the supernode to which node i belongs. This value is the
smallest label of the nodes of the supernode. Additionally, each root will manipulate
other values (for instance P (i), L0(i), or P 0(i).)
Initially, the value L(i) = i and P 0(i) = i. The algorithm repeats the following set
of steps for each node i until all the nodes belong to the same supernode (all the values
L(i) are equal.)
 If the supernode is \available", obtain L0(i) and P (i).
 Execute one step of pointer jumping to obtain P 0(i) = P (P (i)).
 If P 0(i) = i and P (i) > i then i is the smallest label in the new supernode and we
make P (i) = i.
 Execute one step of pointer jumping to obtain P (L(i)) and make it the new value
L(i).
We need to detail the rst step a little more. We say that a supernode is available if
and only if P (i) = i and P 0(j ) = i ) L(j ) = i, for all j .
The value L0(i) is obtained as follows.
 Multicast the value L(i) from (i; 0) to every (i; j ) and from (0; i) to every (j; i), for
i; j = 0; :::; N r=2 1.
 Select nodes (i; j ) such that L(i) 6= L(j ). These are the two values received from
the row and column roots.
 Compute the minimum of the weights w(i) of the selected nodes (i; j ) and its
associated value L(j ) in (i; 0), for i = 0; :::; N r=2 1. Make L0(i) equal to the value
L(j ) received.
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with the algorithm described in Section 5.2.1. It is easy to see that these communications
follow edge-disjoint paths.
In the heart of the algorithm there is a process that we will call \pointer jumping."

5.5.1 Pointer-Jumping Algorithm

Let the nodes (i; 0) and (0; i) both contain values X (i) and Y (i). The pointer jumping
process computes each value Z (i) = X (Y (i)) and leaves it in both (i; 0) and (0; i),
for i = 0; :::; N r=2 1. This is a key operation of the minimum-weight spanning-tree
algorithm.
The process is done in three basic steps.
1. Simultaneously, multicast the value X (i) from (i; 0) to each node (i; k) and the value
Y (j ) from (0; j ) to each node (k; j ), for each i; j; k = 0; :::; N r=2 1. To do so we
use the broadcasting algorithm presented in Section 5.2.2 in PGr=2(N )-subgraphs
of PGr (N ). The two multicast operations are applied to di erent dimensions and,
hence, there will be no contention. Each of them is actually the broadcasting in
several disjoint copies of PGr=2(N ).
2. Select the node (l; j ) such that l = Y (j ), for each j = 0; :::; N r=2 1. The selected node (l; j ) sends the value received from the row root to the column root
(0; j ), for each j = 0; :::; N r=2 1. This can be done with multiple point-to-point
communications in disjoint PGr=2(N )-subgraphs of PGr (N ).
3. Finally, each column root (0; j ) sends the obtained value Z (j ) to its corresponding
row root (j; 0), for each j = 0; :::; N r=2 1.
The time taken by the pointer-jumping algorithm can be obtained very simply. If
the time to broadcast in G(N ) from the node 0 is denoted as B(N ), then step 1 takes
r
2 B (N ), since it is a multicasting in PGr=2 (N ) subgraphs.
If C (N ) is the maximum time taken by a point-to-point communication algorithm
between the node 0 and any other node in G(N ), from the point-to-point algorithm
presented in Section 5.2.2 we see that the point-to-point communication time between a
root (0; i) and any other node (k; i) of its column is at most 2r C (N ). Similarly, the time
of a point-to-point communication between a root of a row and a root of a column is at
most rC (N ).
Therefore, step 2 takes time 2r C (N ) and step 3 takes time rC (N ). The total time
taken by this algorithm is, then,
r B(N ) + r C (N ) + rC (N ) = r (B(N ) + 3C (N ))
2
2
2
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After this process, each node (i; k; j ) contains the values ai;k and bk;j , and it can
compute the product of these values. All it remains to do is to add these values to obtain
ci;j . This is done by using the summation algorithm described in the previous section, to
add all the products held in nodes (i; k; j ), for k = 0; :::; N r=3 1, into the nodes (i; 0; j ),
for i; j = 0; :::; N r=3 1. This process is done by applying the summation algorithm to
disjoint copies of PGr=3(N ), subgraphs of PGr (N ).
At the end of this process the product has been computed. The element ci;j of C is
held in node (i; 0; j ).
The total time taken by the execution of the algorithm depends on the time required
by a broadcasting in G(N ) and a summation in G(N ). Let B(N ) be the time to broadcast
in G(N ) from the node 0, and (N ) the time to obtain the summation in G(N ) into
the node 0. From the above sections, we know that the time to broadcast from 0:::0 in
PGk (N ) is kB(N ), and the time to obtain the summation into 0:::0 is k(N ).
Therefore, to multicast the values of the matrices A and B to all the nodes takes
r B (N ) time and to compute the elements of C takes r (N ) time. The total time taken
3
3
by the algorithm is, hence,
r (B(N ) + (N )):
3
Clearly, the algorithm can be used to multiply non-square matrices. The choice of
dividing the labels of the PGr (N )-nodes into three equal-length subtuples simpli es the
analysis, but is not mandatory. The division of the labels can be done in such a way that
it adapts the best to the speci c dimensions of the matrices.

5.5 Minimum-Weight Spanning-Tree Algorithm
In this section we solve the problem of nding the minimum-weight spanning-tree in
a graph described by its weight matrix W . Let us assume the nodes of the graph are
labeled from 0 to a value n 1. The matrix W will have dimensions n  n and its element
wi;j is the weight of the edge connecting node i to node j .
As we did in the previous section we assume that the set of nodes of G(N ) is f0; :::; N
1g. The maximum distance from a node to all the others is minimum for the node 0 and,
therefore, the broadcasting time in G(N ) from 0 is minimum.
We assume that the number of dimensions of the product network, r, is even. Then,
we divide each tuple of a node of PGr (N ) into two subtuples of equal length, each seen
as a N -ary number. Hence, we see the nodes of PGr (N ) as labeled with a pair of values
(i; j ), where i; j = 0; :::; N r=2 1. Initially, node (i; j ) holds the element wi;j of the weight
matrix W .
We call the node (i; 0) the \root" of \row" i, for i = 0; :::; N r=2 1. Similarly, we call
(0; j ) the root of \column" j , for j = 0; :::; N r=2 1. It will be very common to transfer
information between the root of the row i, (i; 0), and the root of the column i, (0; i), for
i = 0; :::; N r=2 1. This can be done with simultaneous point-to-point routings obtained
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lems have a similar structure as the summation problem (obtaining the maximum, the
minimum, etc.) Algorithms for these problems can be obtained with straightforward
modi cations of the summation algorithm presented here. For instance, in Section 5.5
we use an algorithm to obtain the minimum of a set of values that is assumed to have
the same structure as the presented summation algorithm.

5.4 Matrix-Multiplication Algorithm

This section is devoted to present an algorithm to perform the product of two n  n
matrices in a n3-node network. Let A and B be the matrices to be multiplied, then we
want to obtain an algorithm that computes a product matrix C . If ai;k are the elements
of matrix A, and bk;j are the elements of matrix B , for i; k; j = 0; :::; n 1, then the
element ci;j of C is obtained as
nX1
ci;j = ai;k bk;j
k=0

Let rst introduce notation that will simplify the presentation. For the sake of simplicity, we will assume that the set of vertices of the graph G(N ) is f0; :::; N 1g. The
time taken by a broadcasting in G(N ) is assumed to be minimum if started from node
0 and, similarly, the time taken by a summation is assumed to be minimum if the nal result is held in node 0. Then, the time taken by the broadcasting from, and the
computation of the summation into, the node 0:::0 is minimum in PGr (N ).
We also assume that the number of dimensions of the product graph PGr (N ) is a
multiple of 3. Then, the label of each node of PGr (N ) is a tuple of length multiple of 3,
where each symbol of the tuple is between 0 and N 1.
We divide now each of the tuples into three subtuples of same length. Then, each
node is considered labeled with a triple of subtuples, each of length r=3. Each subtuple
is a sequence of symbols between 0 and N 1 and, therefore, can be considered as a
N -ary number that, in decimal, has a value between 0 and N r=3 1.
Therefore, by the above process, we have each node of PGr (N ) labeled with a triple
of values (i; k; j ), where i; k; j 2 f0; :::; N r=3 1g. Observe that two nodes with two of
the elements i, k, j , equal are in a same PGr=3(N )-subgraph of PGr (N ).
Then, we assume that the element ai;k of the matrix A is initially held in node
(i; k; 0) and the element bk;j of the matrix B is initially held in the node (0; k; j ), for
i; k; j = 0; :::; N r=3 1.
The algorithm starts by simultaneously multicasting in the appropriate PGr=3(N )
subgraphs the values of the elements of A and B . Then, ai;k is sent from node (i; k; 0)
to all the nodes (i; k; j ), for j = 0; :::; N r=3 1. Simultaneously, the value bk;j is sent
from node (0; k; j ) to all the nodes (i; k; j ), for i = 0; :::; N r=3 1. To do so we use the
broadcasting algorithm presented in Section 5.2.2. Since di erent dimensions are used in
each multicasting, no contention can be observed in the network.
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5.2.2 Broadcasting Algorithm

Similarly, a broadcasting algorithm for PGr (N ) can be simply derived from a broadcasting algorithm for G(N ). The algorithm chooses an order in the dimensions and applies
the broadcasting in each of the G(N )-subgraphs of each dimension in that order. Then,
if we want to broadcast from the node x = xr:::x1 to all the nodes of PGr (N ) by using the dimensions in descending order, we rst broadcast from x to all the nodes in
its dimension-r G(N )-subgraph. Then, we broadcast from all the nodes of this G(N )subgraph to all the nodes in their dimension-(r 1) G(N )-subgraphs, and so on.
Again, if the broadcasting algorithm for G(N ) takes optimal time, then this algorithm
also takes optimal time.

5.3 Summation Algorithm
Here we present an algorithm to compute the summation of a set of N r values in PGr (N ).
Initially, each value is in a di erent node of the network. At the end of the execution
of the algorithm the value of the summation will be obtained in one given node of the
network.
We initially assume the existence of a summation algorithm for G(N ). This algorithm
computes the summation of the N values held in the N nodes of the network in (N )
time steps, and leaves the result in a given node u of G(N ).
Our algorithm applies the algorithm for G(N ) to the G(N )-subgraphs in each dimension in some order. After this process, the desired value will be held in the node
x = xr :::x1, where xi = u for i = 1; :::; r. Since we apply r times the summation algorithm for G(N ), the time taken by this algorithm is r(N ).
We can simply observe that the algorithm actually computes the desired summation.
If we consider the dimensions in ascending order, we rst apply the summation algorithm
to all the dimension-1 G(N )-subgraphs. Then, after this step each node yr :::y2u will
contain the summation of values of the corresponding dimension-1 G(N )-subgraph. We
can then apply the summation algorithm to each dimension-2 G(N )-subgraph in the uth
PG1r (N ) subgraph of PGr (N ). In this step the summations obtained in the previous step
are added up. At the end of this step each node yr :::y3uu will contain the summation of
the values of a di erent PG1r;2(N ) subgraph.
We apply this process to each dimension. In the ith step we apply the summation
algorithm for G(N ) to each dimension-i G(N )-subgraph of the (u; :::; u)th PG1r;:::;i(N )
subgraph of PGr (N ). At the end of this step each node yr :::yi+1u:::u will contain the
summation of the values of a di erent PG1r;:::;i(N ) subgraph of PGr (N ).
After r steps as presented, the summation of all the values will be obtained in the node
u:::u. All the computation performed has been the execution r times of the summation
algorithm for G(N ) and, therefore, the total execution time of the algorithm is r(N ).
This algorithm will be used in the following section. Observe that several prob-
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Third, it is always possible to obtain an algorithm for PG2(N ) with complexity O(N ),
given that G(N ) is connected. To do so we simply emulate the 2-dimensional grid in
PG2(N ) by embedding the linear array onto each G(N ) subgraph as shown in Theorem
3.15 of [42] . Since this embedding has constant dilation and congestion, the emulation
has constant slowdown [37]. Therefore, the O(N )-complexity algorithm presented by
Schnorr and Shamir [67] can be emulated by PG2(N ) with complexity O(N ). Hence,
any arbitrary N r -node r-dimensional product network can sort with complexity O(r2N ).
The combination of these three results yields the proof of the corollary.
This corollary will be used in Section 5.6 to obtain the time complexity of this algorithm in several product networks.

5.2 Routing Algorithms
Many routing algorithms have been already presented for product networks. These algorithms cover most of the routing needs of a network under the SIMD model of computation. Therefore, we will not present new routing algorithms in this section and we refer
the interested reader to the speci c source (see Section 1.2.)
However, to simplify the reference, we brie y present here two of the simplest algorithms, presented in [86]. These algorithms perform point-to-point communication and
broadcasting in the product network, respectively, and they will be used in the following
sections.

5.2.1 Point-to-Point Routing Algorithm

If we assume the existence of a point-to-point routing algorithm for G(N ) the pointto-point routing algorithm in PGr (N ) from a node x to a node y simply applies the
algorithm for G(N ) to each dimension in which x and y di er, in some arbitrary order.
For instance, if x = xr :::x1 and y = yr :::y1 di er in every symbol position and the
algorithm is applied to the dimensions in descending order, then the path from x to y
will be as follows:
x ! yr xr 1:::x1 ! ::: ! yr:::y2x1 ! y
Where the ith arrow represents the path de ned by the algorithm for G(N ) in the
corresponding dimension-i G(N )-subgraph from xi to yi, for i = 1; :::; r.
It is easy to see that, if the algorithm for G(N ) yields a shortest path, this algorithm
also yields the shortest path between any to nodes of PGr (N ). This fact follows from
Observation 2.2, that implicitly states that the traversal of an edge in PGr (N ) changes
only one of the symbol positions of the node labels.
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Therefore, the value of Mk (N ) can be recursively expressed as:

Mk (N ) = Mk 1(N ) + 2S2(N ) + 4R(N )
with initial condition
that yields

M2(N ) = S2(N )

Mk (N ) = 2(k 2)S2 (N ) + 4(k 2)R(N ) + S2(N )

We can now derive the value of Sr (N ).

Theorem 5.1 Sorting N r keys in PGr (N ) takes Sr (N ) = (r 1)2 S2(N ) + 2(r 1)(r
2)R(N ) time steps.
Proof: The time taken to sort N r keys in PGr (N ) is the time taken to sort each 2-

dimensional subgraph PGr1;:::;r 2(N ) and then merge blocks of N sorted sequences into
increasing number of dimensions. The expression of this time is as follows:

Sr (N ) = S2(N ) + M3(N ) + M4(N ) + ::: + Mr 1(N ) + Mr (N )
r
X

= (r 1)S2(N ) + (2S2(N ) + 4R(N )) (i 2)
= (r

1)2S

2 (N ) + 2(r

i=3

1)(r 2)R(N )

The following corollary presents the asymptotic complexity of the algorithm. Since

S2(N ) may not be easy to obtain for an arbitrary network, the corollary uses upper

bounds on this parameter to obtain expressions of the complexity only dependent on
S (N ).

Corollary 5.1 The time complexity of sorting N r keys in PGr (N ) is at most O(r2
minfS2(N ); S (N ) log N; N g).
Proof: First, since the value S2(N ) is never smaller than R(N ), the time obtained in
Theorem 5.1 is Sr (N ) = O(r2S2(N )).
Second, it is trivial to obtain a sorting algorithm for PG2 (N ) that takes O(S (N )

log N ) time steps, by simply generalizing the algorithm presented for the grid in [65] and
[66]. This yields that, at worse, our algorithm has complexity O(r2 S (N ) log N ) for any
arbitrary network.
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Step 2 can be simply implemented by selectively permuting the obtained subsequences
along dimension 1. There are several possibilities for this permutation that are valid. We
have presented one in the previous section. Following this option, the key in node xr:::x3ji
will be routed to the node xr :::x3j ((i + j ) mod N ). It can be easily seen that this respects
the condition of each row having one subsequence from each of the original sequences
and one subsequence Bi;N 1. Now each PG1r (N ) subgraph contains one subsequence from
each original sequence.
The above routing has placed each subsequence in a di erent PG1r;2(N ) subgraph,
each sorted in snakelike order. We can recursively merge these sequences into a sorted
sequence of N r 1 keys. If the number of dimensions is r 1 = 2, this step is done by
directly sorting with an algorithm for PG2 (N ). In the proof of Corollary 5.1 we present
ways to obtain such an algorithm if it is not already available.
Step 4 is directly done by considering the dimension 1 of PGr (N ) in the order.
No movement of data is involved in this step and we obtain a sequence sorted almost
completely.
The cleaning of the dirty area is done as described in above sections. We take each
2-dimensional subgraph PG3r;:::;r(N ) and sort the keys in it using alternate orders in
consecutive subgraphs (order depends on whether p3(x) is either odd or even.) We then
perform two steps of odd-even transposition. In the rst step we make the nodes with
p3(x) odd exchange, if appropriate, their key with the corresponding node (same node) in
the predecessor 2-dimensional subgraph and those with p3(x) even with the corresponding
node in the successor 2-dimensional subgraph. In the second step the nodes with p3(x)
odd exchange with the successor and those with p3 (x) even exchange with the predecessor.
A nal sorting on each of the 2-dimensional subgraph ends the merge process.

Analysis of Time Complexity

To analyze the time taken by the algorithm we will initially study the time taken by the
merge process in a k-dimensional network. This time will be denoted as Mk (N ).

Lemma 5.3 Merging N sorted sequences of N k 1 keys each in PGk (N ) takes Mk (N ) =
2(k 2)S2 (N ) + 4(k 2)R(N ) + S2(N ) time steps.
Proof: The time taken by step 1 of the merge process is just the time to reverse the order

of the keys in a G(N )-subgraph. This process can be done with a permutation routing in
G(N ), that takes time R(N ). Similarly, step 2 can be done with a permutation routing
along dimension 1.
Step 3 is a recursive call to the merge procedure for k 1 dimensions and, hence, will
take Mk 1(N ) time. Step 4 does not take any computation time. Finally, step 5 takes
the time of one sorting in PG2(N ), two permutation routings in G(N ), and one more
sorting in PG2(N ).
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In this section we assume G(N ) be a connected graph, with vertex set f0; 1; :::; N 1g
and arbitrary edge set. For an arbitrary factor graph G(N ), vertex labels can de ne the
ascending order of data when sorted. However we need to de ne an order in the nodes
of PGr (N ), which will determine the nal location of the sorted keys. The order de ned
is known as \snakelike" order. For one dimension it is simply the order de ned in G(N ),
from 0 to N 1. Given an order for the nodes of PGk 1 (N ), the order for PGk (N ) is
de ned as follows: if u < v then any node in the uth subgraph PGkk (N ) precedes any
node in the vth subgraph PGkk (N ). If u = v then the uth subgraph PGkk (N ) has the
same order de ned as PGk 1 (N ) if u is even, and reverse order if u is odd.
The order de ned guarantees several properties:
 Any two consecutive nodes always belong to a common G(N ) subgraph.
 Let x =Pxr :::xi+1xixi 1:::x1, where xi < N 1, be a vertex of PGr (N ) and let
pj (x) = rk=j xk . Then, x precedes xr :::xi+1(xi + 1)xi 1 :::x1 if and only if pi+1(x)
is even.
 Two consecutive PGrr k;:::;r (N ) subgraphs of PGr (N ), for k = 1; :::; r 1, have
reverse orders.
In the rest of this section we present the sorting algorithm for PGr (N ). The heart
of the algorithm resides in the multiway-merge process that takes N sorted sequences,
placed in the N subgraphs PG1k (N ) and combines them into one sorted sequence in
PGk (N ). To do so, recursive calls to the merge process are used when necessary.
Once the merge process is available, the sorting is done by initially sorting sequences
of N 2 elements placed in the PGr1;:::;r 2(N ) subgraphs and iteratively merging groups of
N sequences in larger sequences until only one sorted sequence remains. The reason for
starting the iteration with sequences of length N 2 instead of N is in the nature of the
merge process, since sorting them is faster than applying the merge step once more.

Implementation of the Multiway-Merge Algorithm in PGr (N )

Now we present in detail the implementation of the multiway-merge algorithm in PGr (N ).
The initial scenario is N sequences, of N r 1 keys each, sorted in the N subgraphs
PG1r (N ).
Step 1 of the merge process is done as follows. Reverse the order of each dimension-2
G(N )-subgraph such that p3(x) is odd. This makes all the dimension-2 G(N )-subgraphs
sorted in non-decreasing order. After this process each PG1r (N ) subgraph is a snakelikeorder sorted sequence of N -key sequences, each sorted in non-decreasing order. Then,
the sequence can be divided in N subsequences by just xing the second dimension to a
value j , for j = 0; :::; N 1. The sequence Bi;j is then contained in the (i; j )th subgraph
PG1r;2(N ) and is already sorted in snakelike order.
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One of the odd-even transpositions will not a ect this distribution, while the other
is going to move zeroes from the second sequence to the rst and ones from the rst to
the second. Depending on whether there are more zeroes than ones or vice-versa in these
two sequences, after these two steps Hi is lled with zeroes or Hi+1 is lled with ones,
respectively (see Figure 5.6.(c).) Therefore, only one sequence contains zeroes and ones
combined. The last step of sorting will sort this sequence and the whole sequence J will
be sorted (see Figure 5.6.(d).)

5.1.3 Sorting Algorithm

Using the above algorithm, and an algorithm to sort sequences of length N 2, it is very
simple to obtain a sorting algorithm to sort a sequence of length N r , for r  2.
First divide the sequence in subsequences of length N 2 and sort each subsequence
using the known algorithm. Then, iteratively apply the following process until only one
sequence remains:
 Group all the sorted sequences obtained in sets of N sequences.
 Merge the sequences in each set into a larger sorted sequence using the algorithm
shown in the previous section.
In the next section we show how to implement this algorithm in any homogeneous
product network and we study the time complexity of the resultant general sorting algorithm.

5.1.4 Implementation in Homogeneous Product Networks

The purpose of this section is to obtain a general result of the form: \if the graph G(N )
can sort N keys in f (N ) time, then PGr (N ) can sort N r keys in g(N ) time." Once we
obtain such a general result, we will then be able to tune the general algorithm for speci c
instances of product networks. Thus, it is reasonable to initially assume that there exists
a sorting algorithm for G(N ). For example, since the hypercube Qr is nothing but the
r-dimensional product of 2-node linear arrays, the assumed sorting algorithm consists of
a single step of compare-exchange operation. For other factor graphs, such as products
of de Bruijn graphs, we can use the well-known Batcher's algorithm to sort the N values.
In the rest of this paper, the time complexity of this sorting algorithm will be denoted as
S (N ). Similarly, we assume the existence of a permutation routing algorithm that takes
R(N ) time steps to execute any permutation in G(N ).
Before the sorting algorithm starts, each node of PGr (N ) holds one of the keys to
be sorted, and during and after the sorting only one key will be held in each node. The
time taken to sort in PGr (N ) will be denoted Sr (N ).
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for a window of keys of length at most (N 1)N .

Proof: Let zi be the number of zeroes in sequence Ai, for i = 0; :::; N 1. The rest

of elements in Ai are ones. Step 1 breaks each sequence Ai into N subsequences Bi;j ,
j = 0; :::; N 1. Given the nature of this process, the number of zeroes in a subsequence
Bi;j is bzi=N c + fj (zi), where fj (x) = 1 if and only if x mod N > j . Observe that
fN 1(x) = 0 for any x.
After recombining the subsequences as de ned in step 2, each row i, for i = 0; :::; N 1,
has one subsequence from each of the original sequences. Also in each row there is a
sequence of the form Bj;N 1, whose associated f function has a value fN 1(zj ) = 0.
Hence, the total number of zeroes in the sequences of one row is bz1=N c + bz2=N c + ::: +
bzN =N c + gi , where gi is the summation of the values of f functions of the subsequences,
and therefore can vary from 0 to N 1. Step 3 places all these zeroes at the beginning
of a new sequence Ci.
In step 4 we interleave the N sorted sequences into D by taking one key from each
sequence Ci at the time. Any two sequences Ci can di er in at most N 1 zeroes, since
gi can only vary from 0 to N 1, for i = 0; :::; N 1. Since the interleaving starts taking
one key from the C0 and ends with CN 1, the worst case will occur when g0 = 0 and
gN 1 = N 1. In this case we will have a distance of (N 1)N between the rst 1 and
the last 0, which de nes the unsorted (dirty) area in the sequence D.
The worst case after step 4 is shown in Figure 5.5. In this gure, after z = bz1=N c +
bz2=N c + ::: + bzN =N c columns of zeroes we see that C0 has g0 = 0, while the last sequence

CN 1 has gN 1 = N 1. That yields a dirty area that spans along N 1 columns of N
keys each, as shown.
Now we can show how the last step actually cleans the dirty area in the sequence.

Lemma 5.2 The sequence J , obtained after the completion of step 5, is sorted.
Proof: We know that the dirty area of the sequence D, obtained in step 4, has at most

length (N 1)N . If we divide the sequence D in consecutive subsequences of N 2 keys,
Ei, the dirty area can either t in exactly one of these subsequences or be distributed
between two adjacent subsequences.
If the dirty area ts in one subsequence Ei, after the initial sorting and the odd-even
transpositions the sequence Hj contains exactly the same keys than the sequence Ej , for
j = 0; :::; N r 2. Then, the last sorting in each sequence Hj and the nal concatenation
yield a sorted sequence J .
However, if the dirty area is distributed between two adjacent subsequences Ei and
Ei+1, we have two subsequences with zeroes and ones combined. Figure 5.6.(a) presents
an example of this initial situation. After the rst sorting, the zeroes are located in one
side in sequence Fi and in the other side in sequence Fi+1 (see Figure 5.6.(b).)
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Figure 5.6: Clearing of the dirty area.
This step is illustrated in Figure 5.6. In this gure we take groups of N adjacent
columns in Figure 5.5 and place them in single columns as initial situation. Then,
each column in Figure 5.6.(a) is one subsequence Ei, for i = 0; :::; N r 2 1. In
the gure we present the dirty area divided between two columns. Figure 5.6.(b)
presents the sequences Fi obtained after sorting the columns in alternate orders.
The situation after the steps of odd-even transposition is shown in Figure 5.6.(c),
and Figure 5.6.(d) presents the nal sorted sequence.
We need to show that the described process actually merges the sequences. To do so
we use the zero-one principle which allows us to assume that the domain of keys to be
sorted is f0; 1g, and to generalize the observed properties to any domain of keys.
The rst property is stated as a lemma.
Lemma 5.1 The sequence D, obtained after the completion of step 4, is sorted except
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order

N

z

N-1

Figure 5.5: Sequence D obtained after interleaving. The order goes from left to right
taking each column from top to bottom. The shaded area is lled with zeroes and the
white area with ones. The boundary area has at most N 1 columns, as shown.
sorted sequences from top to bottom in Figure 5.4.
We prove below that D is almost sorted, since there is a potential dirty area (window
of keys not sorted) of length at most N (N 1). This situation is shown in Figure 5.5,
where having completed step 3, the sorted sequences are interleaved by following
the vertical dimension one column at a time from left to right.
5. Clean the dirty area. To do so we start by dividing the whole sequence D =
hd0; d1; :::; dN r 1i into N r 2 subsequences of N 2 consecutive keys each. If we denote
these subsequences as Ei, for i = 0; :::; N r 2 1, the ith subsequence has the form
Ei = hdiN ; diN +1 ; :::; diN +N 1 i.
Then, we sort the subsequences in alternate orders, i.e. Ei is transformed into a
sequence Fi, where Fi contains the keys of Ei sorted in non-decreasing order if i is
even or in non-increasing order if i is odd, for i = 0; :::; N r 2 1.
Now, we apply two steps of odd-even transposition between the sequences Fi, for
i = 0; :::; N r 2 1. In the rst step, each pair of sequences Fi and Fi+1, for i
even, is transformed into two sequences Gi = hminffi;0; fi+1;0g; minffi;1; fi+1;1g;
:::; minffi;N 1 ; fi+1;N 1gi and Gi+1 = hmaxffi;0; fi+1;0g; maxffi;1; fi+1;1g; :::;
maxffi;N 1; fi+1;N 1gi. In the second step, each pair of sequences Gi and Gi+1 , for
i odd, is transformed into two sequences Hi = hminfgi;0; gi+1;0g; minfgi;1; gi+1;1g;
:::; minfgi;N 1; gi+1;N 1 gi and Hi+1 = hmaxfgi;0; gi+1;0g; maxfgi;1; gi+1;1g; :::;
maxfgi;N 1; gi+1;N 1gi.
Finally, we sort each sequence Hi in non-decreasing order, generating sequences
Ii, for i = 0; :::; N r 2 1, and concatenate all these sequences into a single sorted
sequence J = hi0;0; i0;1; :::; i0;N 1 ; i1;0; i1;1; :::; i1;N 1; :::; iN r 1;0; iN r 1;1;
iN r 1;N 1 i.
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Figure 5.2: Situation after step 1: each sequence Ai, i = 0; :::; N 1, has been distributed
into N subsequences Bi;j , j = 0; :::; N 1. Each of the subsequences is still sorted.
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Figure 5.3: Situation after the recombination of subsequences done in step 2.
sorting algorithm for sequences of length N 2 can be used, because a recursive call
to the merge process would be more costly in time. The situation after this step is
illustrated with Figure 5.4.
4. Interleave the obtained sorted sequences Ci = hci;0; ci;1; :::; ci;N r 1 i, for i = 0; :::;
N 1, into one single sequence D by alternatively taking one key from each
sequence. Then, the sequence D will have the form hc0;0; c1;0; :::; cN 1;0; c0;1; c1;1;
:::; cN 1;1; :::; c0;N r 1 ; c1;N r 1; :::; cN 1;N r 1i. This is equivalent to reading the
1
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. . . . . . .
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Figure 5.4: Situation after merging the subsequences in each row.
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A0
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A2
. . . . . . .
A N-1

Figure 5.1: Initial situation before the merge process starts. Each sorted sequence is
represented as a horizontal block (a row.)
To show the correctness of the proofs we will use the zero-one principle due to Knuth
[36]. The zero-one principle states that if an algorithm based on compare-exchange
operations is able so sort any sequence of 0's and 1's, then it sorts any arbitrary sequence
of keys. Thus, we will assume that we are only dealing with sequences of zeroes and ones.

5.1.2 Multiway-Merge Algorithm

In this section we describe the algorithm to merge N sorted sequences, Ai = hai;0; ai;1; :::;
ai;N r 1 i, for i = 0; :::; N 1, into a large sorted sequence. The initial situation is
pictured in Figure 5.1.
The merge process is implemented in the following steps:
1

1. Distribute the keys in each sorted sequence Ai into N sorted subsequences Bi;j , for
i = 0; :::; N 1 and j = 0; :::; N 1. Subsequence Bi;j has the form hai;j ; ai;j+N ;
ai;j+2N ; :::; ai;j+(N r 1)N i, for i = 0; :::; N 1 and j = 0; :::; N 1. Note that the
obtained subsequences are sorted, since all the keys in one subsequence Bi;j come
from the same sorted sequence Ai and are placed in the subsequence in the same
order. In Figure 5.2 we illustrate the situation after the completion of this process.
Each of the N rows contains N sorted subsequences.
2. Recombine the subsequences in the rows, so that each row has exactly one subsequence from each original sequence and exactly one subsequence of the form Bi;N 1.
This can be done, for example, by cyclicly rotating the j th column of subsequences
in Figure 5.2 by j positions, for j = 0; :::; N 1. As a results, the ith row, for i =
0; :::; N 1, will contain the subsequences Bi;0; B(i 1) mod N;1; :::; B(i N +1) mod N;N 1.
The result of this process is illustrated in Figure 5.3.
3. Merge the N subsequences in each row i into a single sorted sequence Ci, for
i = 0; :::; N 1. This is done with a recursive call to the multiway-merge process if
the number of keys in the row, N r 1, is at least N 3. If the number of keys is N 2 a
2
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a ect only in a small amount to the nal result, and will not a ect the asymptotic analysis
at any point. However, in order to obtain exact values when applying the algorithms to
concrete networks, we will consider this fact and count the steps accurately.
Finally, in many algorithms we will assume that a node can simultaneously manipulate
messages through all its communication links. This model of communication is known
as the multiport model, and will be assumed in the rest of this chapter.

5.1 Sorting Algorithm

In this section we develop an algorithm to merge N sorted sequences into a single sorted
sequence. We call this operation a \multiway merge." From the multiway-merge operation we derive a sorting algorithm, and we show how to use it to obtain an ecient
sorting algorithm for any homogeneous product network. The obtained algorithms run
very eciently on product networks since their underlying structure is very well-suited
for product networks.
We start by giving some speci c de nitions and notation for this section only. Then,
we present our multiway merge algorithm and show how to use it for sorting. We continue
by showing how to implement the multiway merge sorting algorithm in any homogeneous
product network and analyze its time complexity.

5.1.1 De nitions and Notation

A sorted sequence is de ned as a sequence of keys ha0; a1; :::; an 1i such that a0 
a1  :::  an 1. The multiway-merge algorithm combines N sorted sequences Ai =
hai;0; ai;1; :::; ai;n 1i, for i = 0; :::; N 1, into a single sorted sequence J = hj0 ; j1; :::; jnN 1i.
For simplicity, we assume n to be a power of N , N r 1, where r > 2.
In order to build an intuitive understanding of the basic idea of the merge operation,
we assume that the keys to be sorted are placed in a two dimensional area, as shown in
Figure 5.1. Then, in the proof we can meaningfully use the terms row and column when
referring to groups of keys. For instance, we initially assume that each sorted sequence
Ai, for i = 0; :::; N 1, is in a di erent row (see Figure 5.1.)
To merge N sequences of N r 1 keys each, we initially assume the existence of an
algorithm which can sort N 2 keys. We make no assumption in regards to the eciency of
this algorithm as yet. We might note here that our assumption is not due to a limitation of
the proposed approach, because we can recursively apply the same algorithm to sequences
p
of length N 2 taking a new of number of sequences to be merged (for instance M = N )
until the sequence length reduces to O(1) keys which will then take constant time to
sort on every network. The purpose of this assumption is to maintain the generality of
discussions independent of the method used to implement this process. For instance, in
our networks we assume this operation as basic, and obtain the time complexity based
on the time of performing this sorting.

Chapter 5
Algorithms
In this chapter we present several algorithms that run eciently in homogeneous product
networks. One of the most important properties of all these algorithms is that they only
depend on a few characteristics of the factor graph. All of them can be executed in any
homogeneous product network without modi cation.
We start by presenting a sorting algorithm based on Batcher's odd-even merge sorting
algorithm. Here we do a non-trivial generalization of its odd-even merge to obtain an
algorithm very well-suited to product networks.
We follow by recalling two simple known routing algorithms, that will be used in other
algorithms developed here. Then, an algorithm to compute the summation of several
values is presented. This algorithm can be easily modi ed to solve other problems with
similar structure.
Then, we derive a matrix-multiplication algorithm that uses the broadcasting and
summation algorithms mentioned. Finally, we generate a minimum-weight spanning-tree
algorithm, that uses an algorithm to nd the minimum of a set of values trivially derived
from the summation algorithm.
After the application of the algorithms generated to several product networks we nd
that they perform very eciently in most of the cases, reaching the asymptotic time
complexity of the best practical algorithms known.
One execution step in an algorithm involves the input of some values into each node
through the links incident to it, some computation done in the node, and the output of
some values through the node links. Of course, the number of values input or output in
one step is bounded, and the size of each is also bounded. Therefore, the time taken by
the step is considered constant.
In many of the algorithms we start with simple algorithms for the factor network and
apply them in order to compose the desired algorithm. Note that the last step of one
algorithm and the rst of the following can be combined and counted as a single step in
the overall algorithm. In order to simplify the expressions we will not consider this fact
when obtaining the general expressions of the time complexity of the algorithm. This will
33
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Corollary 4.4 PRr (N ) is a subgraph of PDr (N ), PCr (N ), or PBr (N ).
The same theorem can be used to show this corollary, from the existence of a hamiltonian path in the shue-exchange graph [25].

Corollary 4.5 PLr (N ) is a subgraph of PSr (N ).
Since we know that the cube-connected cycles, C (N ), is a subgraph of the wrapped
butter y, B (N ), by using the same theorem, we obtain that PCr (N ) is a subgraph of
PBr (N ).
There are embeddings between S (N ) and D(N ) with dilation 2 and congestion 2.
Then, the use of corollaries 4.1 and 4.2 yields the following.

Corollary 4.6 PSr (N ) can be embedded onto PDr (N ), and vice-versa, with dilation 2

and congestion 2.

This corollary shows that the products of these networks are computationally equivalent, the same way the factor networks are. Let us consider now the product of complete
binary trees, PTr(N ). Corollary 4.3 gives us that the torus can be embedded onto this
network with dilation 3 and congestion 2. If we map the nodes of T (N ) into the nodes of
D(N + 1) following the labeling shown in De nition 2.8 and Figure 2.6, we see that the
former is a subgraph of the latter. Therefore, PTr (N ) trees is a subgraph of PDr (N +1).
Observe that embeddings imply other embeddings. For instance, this last mentioned
fact implies that PTr (N ) can be embedded into PSr (N + 1), since PDr (N + 1) can.
We want to note that sometimes it is interesting to work with instances of product
networks and consider them as factor graphs to obtain some results. This is very useful,
for instance, if we are dealing with the hypercube.

Corollary 4.7 PTr (N ) can be embedded into the (r log(N + 1))-dimensional hypercube
with dilation 2 and congestion 1.

This result is a direct consequence of the existence of a dilation-2 congestion-1 embedding of the complete binary tree into the hypercube [31].
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Figure 4.1: Obtaining G0(NG0 ) from G(NG )
Since G0(NG0 ) obtained this way is a subgraph of H (NH ), apply the above theorem.

Corollary 4.2 If G(NG ) can be embedded into H (NH ) with congestion c, then PGr (NG )

can be embedded into PHr (NH ) with congestion c.

Proof: An embedding of G(NG ) into H (NH ) with congestion cost c directly induces the
claimed embedding for PGr (NG) in PHr (NH ).
Note that the expansion of the embedding between factor graphs is NH =NG . The
presented embeddings have, then, expansion (NH =NG )r , that grows exponentially with
the number of dimensions. However, in most of the embeddings found in this research
the expansion of the embeddings between factor graphs is practically 1, and the resulting
expansion for product graphs is also practically 1.
The above results can be used to obtain very powerful results for any homogeneous
product graph. For instance, we can use the embedding of the N -node ring onto any N node connected graph presented in Theorem 3.15 of [42] to show the following corollary.
Corollary 4.3 If G(N ) is connected, then the N r -node r-dimensional torus can be embedded onto PGr (N ) with dilation 3 and congestion 2.
Observe that this result presents that practically any product network can eciently
emulate the torus. This gives an idea of the power that any product network has just by
belonging to this class.

4.2 Application to Speci c Networks
We apply now the above results to prove embeddings between product networks. Many
others can be presented, but we do not attempt to make the list exhaustive. This
compilation simply shows the power of the above simple results.
Since the de Bruijn, cube-connected cycles, and wrapped butter y graphs contain a
hamiltonian cycle, it is directly implied by Theorem 4.1 that they contain the torus as
subgraph.

Chapter 4
Embedding Properties
The embedding results of this research are among the most important results since they
show a way of emulating one network by another. In the context of product networks, the
utility of embedding results is further emphasized by the fact that many of the existing
popular architectures can be modeled as product networks.
We start by showing simple but powerful results. Subsequently, we apply them to
prove several embedding results involving speci c homogeneous product networks.

4.1 General Results
The following is one of the most important results of this section.

Theorem 4.1 PGr (NG ) is a subgraph of PHr (NH ) if and only if G(NG ) is a subgraph

of H (NH ).

Proof: The sucient condition has been shown before (Lemma 3.3 in [42].) Therefore,

we only focus on the necessary condition. If G(NG ) is not a subgraph of H (NH ), then
there must be at least one edge (u; v) in G(NG ) which cannot be mapped to any edge in
H (NH ). Since PGr (NG) = G(NG ) PGr 1(NG ), we can write an edge of PGr (NG ) as
(ux; vx) where x is a vertex in PGr 1 (NG ). Similarly, PHr (NH ) = H (NH ) PHr 1(NH ),
and the edge (ux; vx) cannot exist in PHr (NH ) since (u; v) is not an edge in H (NH ).

This theorem and its extensions have many signi cant implications. In particular,
the next two results have a wide variety of possible applications.

Corollary 4.1 If G(NG ) can be embedded into H (NH ) with dilation d, then PGr (NG )
can be embedded into PHr (NH ) with dilation d.

Proof: Modify G(NG ) to obtain G0(NG0 ), such that whenever an edge of G(NG ) is
mapped to a path of H (NH ), replace it for the path it is mapped to (see Figure 4.1.)
30
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Factor netw. Nodes
Edges
Diameter
Conn.
, 
L(N )
N r r(N 1)N r 1
r(N 1)
r
r , 2r
T (N )
N r r(N 1)N r 1 2r(log(N + 1) 1)
r
r , 3r
r
r
S (N )
N
3rN =2
r(2 log N 1)
r
3r
r
r
D (N )
N
2rN
r log N
2r
4r
r
r
B (N )
N
2rN
(r log N )
4r
4r
C (N )
Nr
3rN r =2
(r log N )
3r
3r
r
r
1
Q1
2
r2
r
r
r
r
r
1
P (10)
10
15r10
2r
3r
3r
K (N )
N r r(N 1)N r =2
r
(N 1)r (N 1)r
Factor netw.
Partitionability
L(N )
bN=ic, i = 1; :::; N
i
T (N )
2 , i = 0; :::; log(N + 1)
S (N )
D (N )
n
i
B (N ), N = n2
2 , i = 0; :::; n
n
C (N ), N = n2
2i , i = 0; :::; n
Q1
P (10)
K (N )
bN=ic, i = 1; :::; N

Max. cong.
r+1)
O (N
r
1
2
N
(N 1)=2
r
O (N log N )
r
O (N log N )
r
O (N log N )
r
O (N log N )
2r
10r
2N r 1

Bis. width Cr. Number
(N r 1 )
(N 2(r 1))
r
1
(N )
(N 2(r 1))
(N r = log N )
( logN rN )
(N r = log N )
( logN rN )
(N r = log N )
( logN rN )
(N r = log N )
( logN rN )
2r 1
(22(r 1))
r
10 =2
(102(r 1))
(N r+1 )
(N 2(r+1))
2
2
2

2

2

2

2

2

Table 3.3: Structural parameter of several homogeneous product networks obtained by
application of the presented results.
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width is 1 and the value B 0 for the case N odd is also 1. We use these to obtain the rest
of the properties of the grid.
A complete binary tree T (N ), has N 1 edges, diameter of 2(log(N + 1) 1),
connectivity of 1, minimum vertex degree of 1, maximum vertex degree of 3, and it
is 2i-partitionable, for i = 0; :::; log(N + 1). The maximal congestion is (N 2 1)=2, the
bisection width is 1, and the value B 0 is 1.
In the shue-exchange graph S (N ), every vertex has a degree of 3, although some
edges are self loops. Any two nodes are connected by at least one path, although many
pairs of vertices are connected by up to three vertex disjoint paths. The diameter is
2 log N 1 and the bisection width is (N= log N ). From the analysis conducted in [42]
to obtain its bisection width we can conclude that its maximal congestion is O(N log N ).
Every vertex of the de Bruijn graph D(N ) has degree 4. Every pair of nodes are connected by at least two vertex disjoint paths (since de Bruijn graph contains a hamiltonian
cycle), although most pairs of vertices are connected by up to four vertex-disjoint paths.
The diameter is log N and the bisection width is (N= log N ). The maximal congestion
is O(N log N ). Neither this network nor the shue-exchange are partitionable.
We now consider the cube-connected cycles, C (N ), and the wrapped butter y, B (N ),
were N = n2n . Both have diameter (log N ), are 2i-partitionable, for i = 0; :::; n (n is
the number of levels), have bisection width (N= log N ), and maximal congestion of
O(N log N ). C (N ) has vertex degree of 3 in each node and connectivity of 3, while the
wrapped butter y B (N ) has vertex degree and connectivity of 4.
The Petersen graph P (10) has 10 nodes and 15 edges. Its diameter is 2, connectivity
is 3, and vertex degree is 3. The bisection width is 5 and the maximal congestion is 10.
The complete graph K (N ) has N 1 edges, diameter of 1, connectivity of N 1,
and vertex degree of N 1, it is bN=ic-partitionable, for i = 1; :::; N , has bisection width
(N 2), and has maximal congestion of 2.
All these values have been used to compose Table 3.3 by direct application of the
general results presented in this chapter.
Note the interesting structural properties that each single product network presents.
If the factor network has logarithmic diameter the product network also has logarithmic
diameter. When the diameter is linear in the factor network (see the linear array), in the
product version it tends to be logarithmic for a large enough number of dimensions.
The connectivity of all the product networks is at least r. The vertex degree is also
a function of r. If we maintain the value of r bounded by a large constant number we
have the advantages of a network with bounded vertex degree and large connectivity.
It can be noted also that the bisection width of the networks is large if r is reasonably
large. The results presented allow us to obtain the exact value of the bisection width for
two of the cases (actually, for N even, we also obtain exact values for grids and products
of complete graphs.)
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Value in PGr (N )
At least CN r 1
At most BN r 1 (N even)
P
At most B + B=2 ir=11(N i + 1) + B 0=2 Pir=11(N i 1) (N odd)
At least N r+1=2C (N even)
At least (N 2r 1)=2CN r 1 (N odd)
At least (N r 1)(N r 2)(N r 3)=(20C 2 N r 2) (rEN r 1)=2

Table 3.2: Advanced structural properties of PGr (N ) obtained from the values of the
maximal congestion, C , the bisection width, B , and B 0 of G(N ).
We know from Theorem 3.6 that the maximal congestion of PGr (N ) is at most CN r 1
and we have seen earlier in this chapter that it has rEN r 1 edges. Using these, we obtain
the claimed lower bound on the crossing number of PGr (N ).
The bounds obtained with this theorem are the same for the hypercube as those
obtained in [76], but our result is obtained much simpler than those in [76]. For several
networks we show that the bounds we obtain are asymptotically tight, since we are
able to generate layouts for these networks with the same asymptotical layout area (see
Chapter 6.)
The results of this section have been collected in Table 3.2.

3.3 Application to Speci c Networks
Here we apply all the obtained results to several speci c networks, identi ed by their
factor graph. The results for the product networks are obtained from the properties of
their factor graphs. The results are summarized in Table 3.3.
We have shown that every product graph is N i-partitionable, for i = 0; :::; r, then we
do not include this property in the table. Only speci c partitionability characteristics
are included there. In order to simplify some entries, we also express some results in
asymptotic notation. Speci cally, the bisection width and the crossing number are mostly
expressed in this notation in the table.
We start with the linear array, L(N ). It has N 1 edges, diameter of N 1, connectivity of 1, minimum vertex degree of 1, maximum vertex degree of 2, and it is
bN=ic-partitionable, for i = 1; :::; N (bN=ic is the number of subarrays of i nodes that
can be obtained from the linear array.) These properties yield the rst set of structural
properties of the grid. The maximal congestion is at most N 2=2, and is found in the
central edges of the array once we map the directed complete graph edges. The bisection
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is f (1) = B . The solution of this recurrence yields the claim.
However, to obtain lower bounds on the bisection width is not that easy. The value
of the bisection width of G(N ) does not carry enough information to be able to derive a
lower bound on the value of the bisection width of PGr (N ). Therefore we need to use a
stronger parameter. This will be the the maximal congestion of G(N ).
The use of the maximal congestion allows us to derive the following result. The proof
technique is similar to that used in [42] to obtain lower bounds on the bisection width of
other networks.

Theoremr 3.9 If the maximal congestion ofr G(N ) is C , then PGr (N ) has bisection width
at least

N +1
2C

N2 1
2CN r 1 if N is odd.
N r -node directed complete

if N is even, and at least

Proof: The bisection width of the

graph is N 2r =2 if N is
1)=2 if N is odd. Since we can embed it onto PGr (Nr) with congestion
N =2 = N r+1 =2C if
the bisection width of PGr (N ) has to be at least CN
r
N is even or (N 2r 1)=2CN r 1 if N is odd, because otherwise we could bisect the embedded directed complete graph by removing less edges than its bisection width, which
is a contradiction.
even, and (N 2r
at most CN r 1,

2

1

Observe that the lower bound just presented and the upper bound presented in Theorem 3.7 are the same (and therefore both tight) if B = N 2=2C . However, when N is
odd we can not guarantee that the bounds obtained are tight. To obtain the exact value
of the bisection width of PGr (N ) when N is odd is a dicult task, since it is not even
known for such a simple network as the multidimensional grid [42]. For PL2(N ), when
N is odd, it is known that the lower bound obtained by Theorem 3.9 is not tight, while
the upper bound obtained by Theorem 3.8 is.

3.2.3 Crossing Number

We now investigate the crossing number of homogeneous product networks. Since we
only use the value of this parameter to derive lower bounds on the layout area, we only
derive lower bounds on its value. The method used is similar to the method introduced
in [41], and uses the maximal congestion. Again, we could not generate these bounds
from the value of the crossing number of G(N ).

Theorem 3.10 If G(N ) has E edges
and
itsr maximal rcongestion is C , then the crossing
r
r
number of PGr (N ) is at least

(N 1)(N 2)(N 3)
20C 2 N r 2

rEN
2

1

Proof: From the results in [34, 35, 39] it was shown in [76] that if an n-node graph has e

edges and its maximal congestion is c then its crossing number is at least n(n
e
2.

1)(n 2)(n 3)
20c2
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3.2.2 Bisection Width

In this section we obtain bounds on the bisection width of PGr (N ). We start by presenting upper bounds simply obtained from the value of the bisection width of G(N ).

Theorem 3.7 If the bisection width of G(N ) is B and N is even, then the bisection

width of PGr (N ) is at most BN r 1 .

Proof: The bisection of each G(N )-subgraph in a given dimension i bisects the whole
graph PGr (N ). Let G(N ) be divided into two subgraphs with vertex sets U and V , respectively, when bisected. Then, the bisection of each dimension-i G(N )-subgraph divides
PGr (N ) into two subgraphs with nodes of the form xr :::xi+1uxi 1:::x1 and xr:::xi+1vxi 1
:::x1, respectively, where u 2 U , v 2 V , and xj , for j = 1; :::; r and j 6= i, is a node of
G(N ). Since jU j = jV j, both graphs have the same number of nodes and PGr (N ) has
been bisected.
The upper bound on the bisection width of a product graph PGr (N ) when N is
odd is a little more complicated. When we bisect G(N ) we obtain two subgraphs with a
di erence of one in the number of nodes. Therefore, we can not use the method presented
above in this case.
Let us assume that the bisection of G(N ) yields subgraphs with node sets U and V ,
and that jV j = jU j + 1. We can de ne B 0 to be the minimum number of edges that need
to be removed from G(N ) to bisect it into two subgraphs with vertex sets V fvg and
U [ fvg, for some v 2 V . Clearly, if there are several ways to bisect G(N ) by removing
B edges, B 0 can be taken as the minimum of the corresponding possible values.
With these assumptions we can show that.

Theorem 3.8 If the bisection width of G(N ) isB P
B , N is odd, and 0BP0 is as de ned, then
the bisection width of PGr (N ) is at most B +

2

r 1 i
B
i=1 (N + 1) + 2

r 1 i
i=1 (N

1).

Proof: To bisect the product graph we apply an inductive process. PGr (N ) is bisected
by choosing a dimension (say r) and rst bisecting the vth PGrr (N ) subgraph, where v
is the node of G(N ) presented above. This partition divides the vth PGrr (N ) subgraph
into two subgraphs disconnected from each other in each dimension and connected to the
rest of PGr (N ) by the rth dimension. One subgraph contains (N r 1 + 1)=2 nodes and
the other contains (N r 1 1)=2 nodes.
We can now bisect each dimension-r G(N )-subgraph to nish the process. A G(N )subgraph that contains a node from the large subgraph of vth PGrr (N ) subgraph is
bisected by removing B edges, while the rest of the G(N )-subgraphs are bisected by
removing B 0 edges. This bisects the graph PGr (N ).
If we denote f (r) the number of edges removed to bisect PGr (N ), from the above
process we obtain f (r) = f (r 1)+ B (N r 1 +1)=2+ B 0 (N r 1 1)=2. The initial condition
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an upper bound on it, we derive lower bounds on the bisection width and the crossing
number of the product graph.
These lower bounds will be applied in Chapter 6 to obtain lower bounds on the
VLSI layout area and maximum wire length for product networks. We can observe
that the bounds obtained from the bisection width and from the crossing number are
asymptotically the same. These two parameters are the two known approaches to this
problem, and no link between them was known. Therefore, the maximal congestion
appears to be such a link.

3.2.1 Maximal Congestion

In this section we study the maximal congestion of product graphs. Since we do not
really need the exact value of the maximal congestion, we will show how to obtain upper
bounds on the maximal congestion of PGr (N ) given the value of the maximal congestion
of G(N ).
To our knowledge, this is the rst time the maximal congestion is explicitly identi ed
as an important structural property of a graph. In the following sections we will use
the maximal congestion to obtain lower bounds on properties of homogeneous product
graphs that, contrary to the above results, cannot be derived from the same property of
the factor graph.

Theorem 3.6 If the maximal congestion of G(N ) is C , then the maximal congestion of

PGr (N ) is at most CN r 1.

Proof: We show a mapping of the edges of the N r -node directed complete graph into

paths of PGr (N ). We rst map the nodes of the directed complete graph onto the nodes
of PGr (N ) one-to-one. Then, we map the directed edge from node x = xr :::x1 to node
y = yr :::y1 to the path

x ! yr xr 1:::x1 ! ::: ! yr:::y2x1 ! y
The ith arrow represents the path in the corresponding G(N )-subgraph from xi to yi, for
i = 1; :::; r. By de nition of maximal congestion, these paths imply at most congestion
C in the G(N ) subgraph.
Let (zr :::zi:::z1; zr :::zi0:::z1) be a dimension-i edge of PGr (N ). If this edge is traversed
by a path from x to y as described, then it must be yr = zr , ..., yi+1 = zi+1 and
xi 1 = zi 1, ..., z1 = z1. Since the edge (zi; zi0) of G(N ) is traversed by at most C paths
between two nodes of G(N ), there are at most C possible combinations of the values of
xi and yi. Each other xj , for j = i + 1; :::; r, and yk , for k = 1; :::; i 1, can take N
possible values. Therefore, the edge can be traversed by at most CN r 1 paths.
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G(N )
PGr (N )
Nodes
N
Nr
Edges
E
ErN r 1
Diameter
d
rd
Connectivity

r
Min. vertex degree 
r
Max. vertex degree 
r
Partitionability
- N i, for i = 0:::r
k
kr
Table 3.1: Structural properties of PGr (N ) obtained from similar properties of G(N ).

3.1.5 Partitionability

The ability to recursively partition a graph into distinct copies of its smaller versions is
another important property, since it allows assigning the parts of a recursive computation
to di erent subnetworks, or shows a way to share the system between many users.
As we already mentioned, product graphs contain a variety of subgraphs which are
isomorphic copies of product graphs with fewer dimensions. We have shown in Chapter 2
that by removing the edges belonging to k dimensions we obtain a set of disjoint copies
of PGr k (N ). Hence the next theorem follows.

Theorem 3.4 PGr (N ) is N i-partitionable, for i = 0; :::; r.
Furthermore, if the factor graph G(N ) is already partitionable into k disjoint isomorphic M -node graphs of its same family, by applying this partition to each G(N )-subgraph
in all the dimensions we obtain a partition of PGr (N ) into kr disjoint subgraphs isomorphic to PGr (M ).

Theorem 3.5 If G(N ) is k-partitionable, then PGr (N ) is kr -partitionable.
The structural results presented until this point have been compiled in Table 3.1. All
these results can be characterized by the fact that the properties of the product graph
involved are easily obtained from the same properties of the factor graph. In the rest of
the chapter we obtain non-trivial properties of product graphs.

3.2 Advanced Results
In this section we obtain properties that are not trivially derived from the value of the
same property in the factor graph. We initially study the maximal congestion and, from
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Theorem 3.1 If G(N ) has diameter d, then PGr (N ) has diameter rd.
The key to the proof of Theorem 3.1 is the observation that there exist at least one
pair of nodes in PGr (N ) which di er in every symbol position and each di ering symbol
pair correspond to a distance as much as the diameter of G(N ). Finding such a pair of
nodes yields both a lower bound and an upper bound for the diameter of the product
graph.

3.1.3 Connectivity

The connectivity of a network has important implications on its communication bandwidth and its fault tolerance. The connectivity of product networks was investigated in
[24] where a lower bound was obtained.

Theorem 3.2 If G(N ) has connectivity , then PGr (N ) has connectivity at least r.
The theorem can be simply proven with an inductive statement, where it is shown that
if PGr 1(N ) has connectivity (r 1), then PGr (N ) has connectivity (r 1) + . The
increased number of paths is due to the alternatives added by the introduced dimension.

3.1.4 Vertex Degree

The vertex degree is important mainly in two aspects of a network. First, the maximum
vertex degree has strong implications on the cost of the implementation of the network.
Second, the minimum vertex degree determines an upper bound on the connectivity of
the network.
The maximum vertex degree of product networks has been previously studied [24, 82,
86], while we are not aware of any result on the minimum vertex degree. We join results
on both properties in the following theorem.

Theorem 3.3 If G(N ) has maximum vertex degree  and minimum vertex degree ,
then PGr (N ) has maximum vertex degree r and minimum vertex degree r .

Note from Figure 2.2 that each time we add a new dimension to the product network,
we add at least  and at most  to the vertex degrees. Then, there is a vertex x = xr :::x1
where each xi, for i = 1; :::; r, corresponds to a vertex of G(N ) with degree . This means
that x is a node with the minimum vertex degree of r. Similarly, there is a vertex
y = yr :::y1 where each yi, for i = 1; :::; r, corresponds to a vertex of G(N ) with degree .
Then y must have the maximum vertex degree r. Trivially, by construction, no node
can have vertex degree smaller than r or larger than r.

Chapter 3
Structural Properties
In this chapter we compile some known structural properties of product networks and
we add to the collection with new non-trivial results on other properties not studied
previously.

3.1 Direct Results
In this section we present general results on several structural properties of homogeneous
product networks. The properties presented here are directly derived from the value of
the same property in the factor graph.

3.1.1 Number of Nodes and Links

Among the rst questions we ask about a new interconnection network is the number of
nodes and links in it. We can easily observe that, if G(N ) has N vertices and E edges,
then PGr (N ) has N r vertices and ErN r 1 edges. The statement about the number
of vertices follows directly from De nition 2.2. To compute the number of edges, it is
possible to observe in Figure 2.2 that PGr (N ) contains all the edges of N copies of
PGr 1 (N ) plus the edges of N r 1 copies of G(N ) (since there are N r 1 columns in the
gure.) Thus, we can derive a recurrence f (r) = Nf (r 1) + EN r 1 for the number of
edges in PGr (N ). The solution of this, with the initial condition f (1) = E , gives the
desired result.

3.1.2 Diameter

The diameter of a network is another important property. In general, computation of
exact diameter for a given graph may be very dicult, but for homogeneous product
graphs we are able to state simple rules to calculate the diameter. The next result has
been presented in several papers independently [4, 24, 82, 86].
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Figure 2.12: The 4-node complete graph, K (4).
number of dimensions. We denote the Petersen graph as P (10) and its r-dimensional
product as PPr (10), which is obtained as PPr (10) = P (10) PPr 1(10).
Finally, we de ne the complete graph as follows.

De nition 2.14 The N -node complete graph, denoted K (N ), is the graph where each

of its nodes is connected with an edge to all the other N 1 nodes.

Figure 2.12 presents the 4-node complete graph K (4). Observe that the vertex degree
of K (N ) increases with N .
The r-dimensional product of K (N ) is denoted PKr (N ), and obtained as PKr (N ) =
K (N ) PKr 1 (N ). Since the 2-node linear array, L(2), is isomorphic to K (2), the
hypercube can be considered as the multidimensional product of K (2).
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Figure 2.9: The 3-level butter y and wrapped butter y, B (24).
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Figure 2.10: The 3-dimensional cube-connected cycles, C (24).

Figure 2.11: The Petersen graph, P (10).
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Figure 2.8: The 8-node de Bruijn graph, D(8).
(hu; ii; hv; j i) is an edge of the butter y if and only if j = i + 1 and either (a) u = v
(straight edge) or (b) u and v di er only in the ith bit (cross edge.)
If we collapse the nodes hu; 0i and hu; ni into one single node, for u = 0; :::; 2n 1, we
obtain the wrapped butter y. Figure 2.9.(a) shows the 3-level butter y and Figure 2.9.(b)
the 3-level wrapped butter y.
As a rule, in the rest of the dissertation we only study the properties of the N = n2n node wrapped butter y, which we denote as B (N ). This decision is justi able by the fact
of both networks being almost the same. For instance, it is known that both butter ies
can emulate each other with constant slowdown. Furthermore, observe that both have
asymptotically the same number of nodes (n2n ), since the n-level butter y has (n +1)2n
nodes and the n-level wrapped butter y has n2n nodes. Most of the results obtained for
the butter y are expressed in asymptotical notation and, hence, are applicable to both
networks.
The r-dimensional product of (wrapped) butter ies is denoted as PBr (N ), and can
be obtained as PBr (N ) = B (N ) PBr 1 (N ).

De nition 2.13 The n-dimensional cube-connected cycles is the graph obtained from

the hypercube Qn by replacing each node of the hypercube with a n-node cycle, so that
each node of the cycle is connected to one of the edges incident to the original node.

The n-dimensional cube-connected cycles has N = n2n nodes and will be denoted
C (N ). Figure 2.10 presents the 3-dimensional cube-connected cycles, C (24). It is easy
to see that the cube-connected cycles and the butter y are very similar. In fact, the
n-dimensional cube-connected cycles is a subgraph of the n-level wrapped butter y (in
Figure 2.9.(b) the darker edges represent the edges of the 3-dimensional cube-connected
cycles.) Similarly, there is a constant-congestion constant-dilation embedding of the
wrapped butter y onto the cube-connected cycles.
The r-dimensional product of C (N ) is denoted PCr (N ) and obtained as PCr (N ) =
C (N ) PCr 1(N ).
The next network to be considered is the Petersen graph, shown in Figure 2.11. It
is a xed-size graph and, therefore, its product version can only grow by changing the
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Figure 2.6: The 2-dimensional mesh of 4-leaf trees.
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Figure 2.7: The 8-node shue-exchange graph, S (8).
The r-dimensional product of N -node shue-exchange graphs will be denoted PSr (N ),
and it is obtained as PSr (N ) = S (N ) PSr 1(N ).

De nition 2.11 The N -node de Bruijn graph, denoted D(N ), where N = 2h , is the

graph with vertex set 0; :::; N 1 (in binary), and whose nodes u, v, and w are connected
by edges (u; v) and (u; w) if v can be obtained from u by a cyclic left shift and w di ers
from v in the rightmost bit only.

Note that, although for simplicity of de nition we use directed edges to describe the
graphs S (N ) and D(N ), once the construction in done the resulting graph is considered
undirected.
An 8-node de Bruijn graph is shown in Figure 2.8. Observe that, whenever (u; v) is
a shue-edge in S (N ), it is also an edge in D(N ). Additionally, whenever (u; v; w) is a
path in S (N ) such that (u; v) is a shue edge and (v; w) is an exchange edge, (u; w) is
an edge in D(N ).
The r-dimensional product of N -node de Bruijn graphs will be denoted PDr (N ), and
it is obtained as PDr (N ) = D(N ) PDr 1(N ).

De nition 2.12 The n-level butter y is the graph with vertex set hu; ii, where i is the
level of the node, 0  i  n, and u is the row of the node, 0  u  2n 1 in binary.
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Figure 2.4: The 3-dimensional hypercube, Q3.
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Figure 2.5: The 7-node complete binary tree, T (7).
1, is the root of the tree. Figure 2.5 presents the 7-node complete binary tree, which has
3 levels and 4 leaves.
The r-dimensional product of T (N ), using the de ned notation, will be denoted as
PTr (N ). It can be obtained as PTr (N ) = T (N ) PTr 1(N ). In Figure 1.1 we have
presented the 2-dimensional product of 7-node complete binary trees, PT2(7).
De nition 2.9 The r-dimensional N r -leaf mesh of trees, or r-dimensional mesh of N leaf trees, is the graph obtained from the N r -node r-dimensional grid by substituting the
linear connections along each dimension by N -leaf complete binary trees. The leaves of
the trees are the original nodes of the grid, and additional nodes are introduced to obtain
the internal nodes of the trees.
Figure 2.6 presents the 2-dimensional 16-leaf mesh of trees (or 2-dimensional mesh of
4-leaf trees.) In this gure the nodes of the original grid are shown as dark nodes and
the additional nodes introduced are shown as empty nodes.
De nition 2.10 The N -node shue-exchange graph, denoted S (N ), where N = 2h, is
the graph with vertex set 0; :::; N 1 (in binary), and whose nodes u and v are connected
by an edge (u; v) if either (a) u and v di er in the rightmost bit only (denoted as a
\exchange" edge) or (b) v can be obtained from u by a cyclic left shift (denoted as a
\shue" edge.)
An 8-node shue-exchange graph is shown in Figure 2.7. In this gure shue edges
are shown as solid lines and exchange edges are shown as dotted lines.
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Figure 2.3: The 25-node 2-dimensional grid, PL2(5), and the 25-node 2-dimensional
torus, PR2 (5), respectively.

2.4 Networks of Interest
We start by de ning several networks which will be often referred to in the dissertation
and non-product networks whose r-dimensional products will be studied
De nition 2.7 The N r -node r-dimensional grid (resp. torus) is the graph whose vertices
comprise all the r-tuples x = xr :::x1, such that xi 2 f0; :::; N 1g, for i = 1; :::; r, and
whose edges connect any pair of nodes x and y if and only if x and y di er in exactly
one index position i and xi = yi + 1 (resp. xi = (yi + 1) mod N .)
As can be observed, the N r -node r-dimensional torus is the r-dimensional product
of the N -node ring and the N r -node r-dimensional grid is the r-dimensional product of
the N -node linear array. Clearly, the N r -node r-dimensional grid is a subgraph of the
N r -node r-dimensional torus.
We will denote the N -node linear array as L(N ), and the N -node ring (or cycle) as
R(N ). Then, by using the product notation, the graph PLr (N ) (resp. PRr (N )) is the
N r -node r-dimensional grid (resp. torus.) From De nition 2.2 they can be obtained as
PLr (N ) = L(N ) PLr 1 (N ) and PRr (N ) = R(N ) PRr 1(N ), respectively.
The r-dimensional hypercube is simply the 2r -node r-dimensional grid, PLr (2). For
the sake of brevity, we often denote the r dimensional hypercube as Qr , whose factor
graph is Q1.
Figure 2.3 presents the 25-node 2-dimensional grid, PL2(5), and the 25-node 2dimensional torus, PR2(5). Figure 2.4 presents the 3-dimensional hypercube (or 8-node
3-dimensional grid), Q3.
De nition 2.8 The N -node complete binary tree, denoted T (N ), where N = 2h 1, is
the graph whose vertices comprise the set f1; :::; N g and whose edges connect each vertex
u < 2h 1 with the vertices 2u and 2u + 1.
T (N ) has h levels of nodes, where the ith level contains the nodes 2i 1 to 2i 1. The
nodes at level h are called the \leaves" of the tree, and the single node at level 1, labeled
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In order to obtain lower bounds on the value of these structural properties, we introduce a new structural property that is of great interest for several results in our work.

De nition 2.5 The maximal congestion of a N -node graph, denoted C , is the congestion
for any embedding of the N -node directed complete graph onto it.

The de nitions of embedding and congestion of an embedding are given in the next
section. The maximal congestion is an intrinsic parameter of a graph just like the chromatic number, crossing number, etc. are intrinsic parameters of a graph. Although it
looks somehow strange and dicult to obtain, for all the studied networks it has been
enough to have a tight upper bound of its value. Such a bound can be simply obtained
for an arbitrary network by applying a routing algorithm between each pair of nodes and
counting the congestion of each edge of the network.

2.3 Embedding Properties
We start by giving a formal de nition of embedding:

De nition 2.6 An embedding of a \guest" graph G(NG ) into a \host" graph H (NH ) is
a mapping f of the vertices of G into the vertices of H and a mapping g of the edges of
G into paths in H , such that if (u; v) is an edge of G, then g((u; v)) is a path connecting
f (u) and f (v) in H .

The main cost measures used in embedding eciency are:
 The load of the embedding is the maximum number of vertices of the guest graph
mapped to any vertex of the host graph.
 The dilation of an embedding is the maximum path length in the host graph representing an edge of the guest graph.
 The congestion of an embedding is the maximum number of paths (that correspond
to the edges of the guest graph) that share any edge of the host graph.
 The expansion of an embedding is the ratio NH =NG of the host and guest graphs
sizes.
It has been shown in [37] that if G can be embedded into H with load l, dilation d,
and congestion c, H can emulate t steps of a computation running on G in O(l + d + c)t
steps. If the values l, d, and c are constant, the slowdown introduced by this emulation
is also constant. We consider an embedding ecient if the cost measures are bounded,
i.e. they are O(1).
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This notation can be extended, since by removing the edges of k di erent dimensions
in PGr (N ) we obtain N k disjoint copies of PGr k (N ). If we remove the edges in dimensions i1; :::; ik, we denote the PGr k (N ) subgraph containing the node x = xr :::x1, as the
(xi ; :::; xik )th PGir ;:::;ik (N ) subgraph of PGr (N ).
1

1

2.2 Structural Properties
In this section we de ne several structural properties and establish their notation for the
rest of the document.
Let the distance between two nodes in a network be the minimum number of edges
that need to be traversed to go from one node to the other, then the diameter of a
network is the maximum distance between any pair of nodes of the network, and it will
be denoted as d. The diameter of a network is an upper bound on the time that any
node-to-node communication in the network will take.
The connectivity of a network is the minimum number of vertex-disjoint paths connecting any two nodes of the network, and will be denoted as . This value is the same
as the minimum number of nodes to be removed from the network to disconnect it. The
connectivity of a network is related with the fault-tolerance in the sense that, if the connectivity of the network is , then the network can tolerate up to  1 faults in nodes
and edges.
The vertex degree of a node is the number of edges incident to it. We are specially
interested on the maximum vertex degree of a network, i.e. the maximum of the vertex
degrees of its nodes, denoted as . This value determines its maximum connectivity
and has implications in its VLSI layout. We will also study the minimum vertex degree,
denoted as . The vertex degree of an arbitrary node u will be denoted as u
A graph is said to be k-partitionable if it contains as subgraphs k disjoint isomorphic
copies of a graph of its same family. The partitionability properties of a network are
very closely related to the scalability of the network, or the ease of increasing the size
of a network to another network of the same family. The partitionability of a network
is very useful when implementing recursive algorithms, when working with di erent size
problems, or when sharing the network between several users.
The above properties for a product graph are trivially obtained from the same properties of the factor graph. However, other structural properties are more dicult to
be derived and have never been studied before. We concentrate on two such structural
properties of product networks: the bisection width and the crossing number.
De nition 2.3 The bisection width of a graph, denoted B , is the minimum number of
edges that have to be removed from it to obtain two disjoint subgraphs with the same
number of nodes (within one.)
De nition 2.4 The crossing number of a graph, denoted c, is the minimum number of
edge crossings of any drawing of the graph in the plane.
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Figure 2.2: Recursive construction of multi-dimensional product networks.
From the intuitive description of the construction of G H presented above, the
construction of PGr (N ) from PGr 1 (N ) and G(N ) is intuitively described in several
simple steps: First, place the vertices of PGr 1(N ) along a straight line. Draw N copies
of this drawing of PGr 1 (N ) at the same vertical level in parallel columns. Associate
a di erent vertex u of G(N ) to each copy of PGr 1 (N ) and extend the vertex labels of
each node x to ux. Finally, connect two nodes ux and vx in the same column if and
only if (u; v) is an edge in G(N ). Figure 2.2 shows how to obtain the 3-dimensional
homogeneous product of the 3-node ring in two applications of this process.
From the de nition, the edges of PGr (N ) can be characterized as follows.
Observation 2.2 If x and y are in the form x = xr:::x1 and y = yr :::y1, where xi; yi are
nodes of G(N ), for i = 1; :::; r, then (x; y) is an edge in PGr (N ) if and only if x and y
di er in exactly one symbol position i, and the di ering symbols (xi; yi ) de ne an edge
in G(N ).
We say that an edge (x; y) belongs to dimension i if the nodes incident to it di er
only in the ith index position. A G(N )-subgraph of PGr (N ) is said to be a dimension-i
subgraph if any two nodes in the subgraph di er only in the ith index position.
Observe that PGr (N ) contains N disjoint copies of PGr 1 (N ), each with a di erent
node of G(N ) associated. These copies can be obtained by removing the dimension-r
edges from PGr (N ). Similarly, from Observation 2.1 a similar set of disjoint subgraphs
can be obtained by removing all the edges of any dimension i from PGr (N ). We use
the notation PGir (N ) to refer to any of the disjoint subgraphs obtained by removing
the dimension-i edges of PGr (N ). Since each of the resulting subgraphs has a di erent
node u of G(N ) associated, we can meaningfully talk about the uth PGir (N ) subgraph
of PGr (N ). For every node x of the uth PGir (N ) subgraph of PGr (N ) we have that
xi = u.
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At a more intuitive level, the construction of G H from G and H can be described
as follows. First, place the vertices of H along a straight line as shown in Figure 2.1.
Then, draw jU j copies of H such that the vertices with identical labels fall in the same
column. Next, extend the vertex labels by associating a di erent label u 2 U to each
copy of H and changing each vertex label v 2 V of the copy to uv. Finally, connect the
columns in the interconnection pattern of the labeled graph G, such that uv is connected
to u0v if and only if (u; u0) is an edge in G.
From the symmetry in this de nition, note that the product operator is commutative
and associative:

Observation 2.1 G1 G2 is isomorphic to G2 G1 , and G1 (G2 G3) = (G1 G2) G3 .
Observe that G1 G2 and G2 G1 are not the same graph since, although in both of
them each vertex is a pair of symbols, the order in the vertices of one is reverse than in
the vertices of the other. However, if G1 and G2 are the same graph, then both product
graphs are the same.
Note that, by construction, G H contains jU j disjoint copies of H as subgraphs, and
each copy has a di erent label u 2 U associated. Similarly, from the above observation,
G H has jV j disjoint copies of G, each with a di erent label v 2 V associated.
We say that a graph is a product graph if it can be obtained from a set of factor
graphs by the application of the cartesian product operation. If all the factor graphs
are isomorphic we have a homogeneous product graph. Otherwise, the product graph is
heterogeneous.
It will often be important to indicate the number of vertices, so we use G(N ) to
denote the N -node graph G. The r-dimensional product of G(N ) is denoted PGr (N ),
with the subscript r representing the number of dimensions.
Applying this notation, the formal de nition of r-dimensional homogeneous product
graph is given as follows:

De nition 2.2 Given a graph G(N ), its r-dimensional homogeneous product, denoted
PGr (N ), is

1. a single vertex without any edges and no labels when r = 0,
2. PGr (N ) = G(N ) PGr 1 (N ), when r > 0.

In general, we let x; y; z denote the vertices of homogeneous product graphs obtained
from G(N ). For the r-dimensional product graph PGr (N ), the vertex labels x; y; z are
tuples of r symbols where each symbol is drawn from the set of vertices of G(N ). We use
u; v; w to denote single vertices of G(N ). When the vertex of G(N ) is part of the label
of a node x of PGr (N ), it is denoted as xi, where the subindex i indicates its position
in the label. For example, x is in the form x = xr :::xi:::x1, where xi, for i = 1; :::; r, is a
vertex of G(N ).

Chapter 2
De nitions and Notation
In this chapter we present de nitions and notation that will be used in the rest of the
dissertation. In order to keep this chapter brief and to locate speci c information faster,
those de nitions that are relevant to only one chapter have been placed in the speci c
chapter.

2.1 Homogeneous Product Networks
As a reminder to the reader, we start this section with the de nition of the cartesian
product, which is illustrated in Figure 2.1.

De nition 2.1 The cartesian product of two \factor" graphs G = (U; E ) and H =
(V; F ) is the graph G H whose vertex set is U  V and whose edge set contains all the
edges (uv; u0v 0) such that fu; u0g  U , fv; v0g  V , and either u = u0 and (v; v0) 2 F , or
v = v0 and (u; u0) 2 E .
Product of H and H
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Figure 2.1: De nition of cartesian product.
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network by combining collinear layouts for the factor graph.
After applying all these results to several networks we are able to obtain optimal-area
layouts for all of them, with maximum wire lengths close to optimal.

1.3 Organization of the Dissertation
The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 contains formal de nitions
and notation that will be used in the rest of the document. Those de nitions and notation
that are relevant to only one of the chapters have been placed in that speci c chapter for
locality reasons.
The following chapters present the results of our program of research. Chapter 3
presents the obtained results in the study of structural properties of product networks.
Chapter 4 presents the results in embedding a product graph into another. Chapter 5
presents general algorithms for product networks. Chapter 6 presents the results in VLSI
complexity obtained.
In Chapter 7 we concentrate on three speci c instances of product networks and
present further results for them.
Finally, in Chapter 8 we summarize conclusions of the work described here.
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yields the same time complexity as the implementation in the mesh of trees, which is the
fastest known.

1.2.5 VLSI Complexity

The VLSI layout model used in this research has been de ned by Thompson [77, 78].
In this model the layout area is divided into square unit-area tiles where the nodes and
wires are placed.
Thompson showed that the square of the bisection width is a lower bound on the area
required by a network under this model. Similarly, Leighton [41] presented the crossing
number of a graph as a lower bound on the area. We use these facts to derive lower
bounds on VLSI complexity for product networks from the value of the bisection width
and the crossing number. They are derived by using the maximal congestion, a new
structural property of the factor network we present.
To obtain upper bounds we rst use two traditional frameworks: separators and
bifurcators.
Separators were initially used by Lipton and Tarjan [46, 47] to study planar graphs.
Subsequently, they have been found to be useful to derive area-ecient layouts for arbitrary graphs by Floyd and Ullman [27], Leiserson [43, 44], and Valiant [81]. Furthermore,
Bhatt and Leiserson [11] showed that they can be used to obtain layouts with short wires.
All these results have been compiled by Leighton [41] and Ullman [80].
Bifurcators appeared as an alternative to separators, since they solve some of the
restrictions presented by the separator framework. The initial papers de ning and using
bifurcators are due to Leighton [40] and Bhatt and Leiserson [10, 11], and these results
have been compiled and improved by Bhatt and Leighton [9].
In this dissertation we show how to derive separators and bifurcators for the product
graph from separators and bifurcators of the factor graph. Then, the results of the above
references allow to obtain the desired upper bounds.
However, both separators and bifurcators are restricted by de nition to networks with
bounded degree. Sherlekar and JaJa [70, 72, 73] tried to solve this problem by de ning
stronger kinds of separators and bifurcators. However, they are so restrictive that we
could not use them for our networks.
The last approach we investigate is based on the existence of ecient collinear layouts
(layouts with all the nodes in one line) of the factor graph. Leiserson [44] showed how
to obtain collinear layouts for a network with a given separator. Similarly, in [9] an
upper bound is presented on the area of collinear layouts of bounded-degree networks.
We also refer to graph-theory papers where labeling of graphs are studied. The problem
of obtaining ecient collinear layouts is equivalent to the problem of nding a labeling
of the graph with small bandwidth and small cutwidth [15, 16].
Besides these methods, we show how to obtain ecient collinear layouts for the factor
graph from a regular layout. Then, we present how to obtain a layout for the product
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matrices, and nding the minimum-weight spanning tree of a graph. These algorithms
are easily modi ed to sove other problems with similar structure. For instance, it is trivial
to modify the minimum-weight spanning-tree algorithm for determining the connected
components, transitive closure, and shortest paths of graphs.
Our sorting algorithm is based on the odd-even merge sorting algorithm due to
Batcher [2]. In this reference, Batcher presented two ecient sorting networks. Algorithms derived from these networks have been presented for a number of di erent parallel
architectures, like the shue-exchange [75], the grid [50, 79], the cube-connected cycles
[59], and the mesh of trees [51].
One of Batcher's sorting networks has, as main components, subnetworks that sort
bitonic sequences. Sorting algorithms based on this method are generally called \bitonic
sorters." A bitonic sequence is the concatenation of a non-decreasing sequence of keys
with a non-increasing sequence of keys, or the rotation of such a sequence. Several
papers have been devoted to generalizing bitonic sorters, generalizing Batcher's network
[3, 48, 49]. Recently, Lee and Batcher [38] presented a new network to merge and sort k
bitonic sequences.
The main components of the other sorting network proposed by Batcher are subnetworks that merge two sorted sequences into a single sorted sequence, denoted odd-even
merge networks. To our knowledge, no result on generalizing the odd-even merge network
to merge more than two sorted sequences exists.
In this dissertation we rst develop a sorting algorithm for homogeneous product networks based on merging N sorted sequences into a single sorted sequence (we denote this
operation multiway merge.) When we apply the sorting algorithm to speci c networks
we obtain optimal time complexity for some of them, and same complexity as Batcher's
algorithm in the rest.
We continue by developing an algorithm to compute the summation of several values initially in the nodes of the network. The algorithm is based on the existence of
an algorithm to compute summations in the factor network. If this basic algorithm is
optimal, the derived algorithm is also optimal. The algorithm is easily adapted to similar
problems. For instance, in the minimum-weight spanning-tree algorithm mentioned later
we use an algorithm to obtain the minimum of a set of values that is structurally similar
to the summation algorithm.
We develop a matrix-multiplication algorithm based on the algorithm presented by
Preparata and Vuillemin [58] for the mesh of trees and its implementation by emulation
in the hypercube. In this algorithm we use the broadcasting algorithm from [86] and the
summation algorithm presented before. We implement the algorithm in several networks
and for all of them it yields optimal time complexity.
The last algorithm we present computes the minimum-weight spanning tree of a graph.
As we mentioned, this algorithm can be simply modi ed to solve similar problems. The
algorithm is derived from algorithms developed by Hirschberg, Chandra, and Sarwate [33]
and Shiloach and Vishkin [74]. When implemented in several networks, the algorithm
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of the network to the other in one step. As Thompson [78] pointed out, the exact value
of the bisection width of a graph is, in general, very dicult to obtain.
The crossing number was originally identi ed as an important parameter of an interconnection network by Leighton [41]. He showed that it de nes a lower bound on the
VLSI layout area of the network. Like the bisection width, it is not easy to obtain the
exact value of this parameter, in general. For instance, there are not known exact values
even for well-known networks like the hypercube or the cube-connected cycles [76].
In this dissertation we de ne a new structural property of graphs, which we call the
maximal congestion, and we use the value of this property for the factor graphs to derive
lower bounds on the value of the bisection width and the crossing number. Also upper
bounds on the bisection width are derived from the bisection width of the factor graph.
The application of these results to several networks shows that the obtained bounds are
tight.

1.2.3 Embedding Properties

In the literature, it has been customary to formalize the notion of emulation with the
notion of embedding [7, 61]. This comes from the property shown by Koch et al [37]
that an ecient emulation between networks can be obtained from an ecient embedding. Therefore, to show that a network can eciently emulate another network it is
enough to show that the later can be eciently embedded into the former. In fact,
several researchers compared the computational power of interconnection networks by
embedding-based emulations [1, 5, 6, 7, 29].
Simple results involving some cost measures of embeddings between product graphs
have been presented in [42] and [86]. We strengthen these results and obtain new ones,
which allow to derive embedding properties of the product networks from those of their
factor graphs.
In general, the problem of nding ecient embedding is not simple. For instance,
several papers have been published just on embedding the complete binary tree into the
hypercube [8, 13, 14, 22, 23, 31, 45]. The inherent diculty of embedding problems aside,
it is very interesting that we can obtain ecient embeddings for the product graphs based
on embeddings for the simpler factor graphs. In this context, any previous embedding
result from the literature can be useful. For instance, we use the embedding proposed by
Heckman et al. [32] to obtain an optimal-dilation embedding of the product of complete
binary trees onto the grid.

1.2.4 Algorithms

General algorithms have been presented for broadcasting, point-to-point communication,
o -line permutation, and fault-tolerant routing in product networks [4, 24, 56, 86]. We
increase this collection with algorithms for sorting, computing summations, multiplying
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detail these contributions in the following sections.
Examples of recently proposed heterogeneous (i.e. not homogeneous) product networks are the hyper-de Bruijn network proposed by Ganesan and Pradhan [28], the
hyper-Petersen network proposed by Das and Banerjee [20], the banyan-hypercube network proposed by Youssef and Narahari [84], and the folded Petersen cube proposed by

Ohring
and Das [53]. All of them combine the hypercube with another factor network.
They show that the resulting network has some advantages over the hypercube. Along
these lines, Youssef [85, 86] combined the hypercube with several other networks and
analyzed some of their properties.
Also, a few homogeneous product networks have been recently proposed. Rosenberg
[61] introduced the two-dimensional product of de Bruijn graphs (which he calls the
product-shue network) as a parallel architecture and has analyzed several of its computational properties1. He showed that this network contains rings, grids, complete binary
trees, and meshes of trees as subgraphs. It can also emulate butter ies, shue-exchange,
and de Bruijn graphs with constant slowdown. Panwar and Patnaik [57] proposed the
two-dimensional product of shue-exchange graphs (which they call the modi ed shueexchange network) as an alternative to the pure shue-exchange graph in solving linear

systems. Ohring
and Das [54] proposed the folded Petersen network, which is the multidimensional product of the Petersen graph.
Most of the general results obtained in this dissertation are applied to the above networks and to other homogeneous product networks never previously studied. We specially
concentrate in the study of multidimensional products of complete binary trees, shueexchange graphs, and de Bruijn graphs, and show that they are powerful interconnection
networks.

1.2.2 Structural Properties

Several of the above mentioned references have explored some structural properties of
product networks [4, 24, 82, 86]. These properties are trivially obtained from properties
of the factor graphs. The properties covered by these references are the diameter, the
connectivity, the vertex degree, and the partitionability of product networks.
However, other structural properties are more dicult to be derived and have never
been studied before. In this dissertation we concentrate on two such structural properties
of product networks: the bisection width and the crossing number.
The importance of the bisection width of a networks was pointed out by Thompson
[77, 78], who showed that it implies an upper bound on the speed of certain computations
in the network and a lower bound on the layout area of the network. In general, the
bisection width gives an idea of how much information can be transferred from one side
Rosenberg does not restrict the factor de Bruijn graphs to have same number of nodes. Hence, these
networks are not strictly homogeneous.
1
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1.2 Related Work
In this section we present work conducted by other researchers which, in one form or
another, is relevant to our research. We also brie y present our contribution in each
speci c area.
Since we attempt to perform a comprehensive study of the di erent aspects of homogeneous product networks, references in many di erent areas have been collected here.
We organize them in ve main sections, following a structure similar to the document
itself, in order to simplify the cross reference. The rst subsection presents references
about the cartesian product operation and about product networks as parallel architectures. In the rest of the subsections we refer to publications that in uenced us in
obtaining properties of homogeneous product networks in speci c aspects of the study:
structural properties, embedding properties, algorithms, and VLSI complexity.

1.2.1 Product Networks

The cartesian product operation is a very well-known operation in graph theory. The
cartesian product combines two \factor" graphs into a \product" graph. Harary [30]
has cited the works of Shapiro [69] and Sabidusi [63, 64] as early studies of the graphtheoretic properties of the cartesian product and product graphs. For instance, Sabidusi
[64] showed that any graph has a decomposition into a unique set of \prime" factor
graphs. Several other authors also studied the product operation from a graph-theory
viewpoint [17, 52, 82].
Referring to interconnection networks, many widely-used networks are instances of
product graphs, obtained by the multiple applications of the cartesian product operation.
Examples of these are the grid, the torus, the hypercube, and the generalized hypercube
[12]. This fact has been already used, for instance, to obtain and prove several properties
of the hypercube [42, 62, 87].
The product operation has been seen as a unifying framework to the study of speci c
properties of interconnection networks by several authors. Youssef [86] compiled results
on the structural, routing, and embedding properties of product networks. Baumslag and
Annexstein [4] developed generalized o -line permutation routing algorithms for product
networks and used them to create a general strategy for nding ecient permutation
routes in arbitrary networks. El-Ghazawi and Youssef [24] studied the connectivity of
product networks with respect to the connectivity of the factor network, obtained a lower
bound on the connectivity of a product network, and developed fault-tolerant point-topoint routing algorithms. O hring and Hohndel [56] presented fault-tolerant routing algorithms for broadcasting, gossiping, scattering, and total exchange, by nding spanning
trees of the product graph. For a set of speci c product networks, O hring and Das [55]
presented dynamic embeddings for dynamically-evolving trees and grids.
In this dissertation we compile some of these results and develop many others. We
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research in de ning new interconnection networks exists for cost reasons. The ideal
interconnection pattern is the complete connection of each processor with each other.
However, the cost of this interconnection scheme is only a ordable when the number of
processors is small. In general, research in designing new interconnection networks seeks
to reach a compromise between cost and power.
We mainly evaluate the implementation cost of a network from its vertex degree and
its VLSI layout complexity. The two VLSI layout parameters considered are the area
and the length of the longest wire, since they determine the cost of the layout and the
maximum speed of the system, respectively.

1.1 Applications
The proposed approach is specially suited to the study and implementation of specialpurpose parallel architectures. The framework presented allows to evaluate and meaningfully compare di erent candidate architectures to solve a concrete problem, and choose
the one that best ts the requirements and restrictions.
The most popular application of these special purpose architectures are embedded
systems. These are subsystems of a larger system which are in charge of performing
special tasks within the whole system. Examples are the Viterby decoder, based on the
de Bruijn graph, developed by the Caltech's Jet Propulsion Laboratory to be used in
the Galileo mission to Jupiter [18], or the network for template matching that is being
developed in the University of South Florida [60].
On the other hand, emulation is one of the key operations in parallel architectures. In
this context, a parallel system may consist of a very large number of very simple processors
and speci c interconnection schemes may be implemented by emulation. Therefore, the
physical interconnection network must have powerful and exible emulation capabilities.
Most of the product networks that we present in this dissertation have this property and
they could be interesting candidates for the task.
However, the results obtained in this research are not restricted to special-purpose
SIMD architectures. Most of the properties derived are only dependent on the graphtheoretical model of the interconnection network, and not on the computational model
of the system (e.g. SIMD, MIMD, etc.) Therefore, the obtained results on structural
properties, embedding capabilities, and VLSI complexity are valid even if we are trying to
design a general purpose architecture. Furthermore, although the presented algorithms
assume a SIMD model of computation, they can still run on a general purpose parallel
machine if it is appropriately programmed. Therefore, the results presented here are
also practically applicable to existing general purpose parallel systems, such as the Intel
Paragon and the Maspar whose interconnection networks are based on the grid, and the
NCube and the iPSC/860 whose interconnection networks are based on hypercube, since
these networks are instances of product networks.
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Figure 1.1: Construction of the 2-dimensional product of complete binary trees.
most of the cases. Among the instances evaluated there are several homogeneous product
networks never previously proposed as interconnection networks. The evaluation of the
properties of these networks presents them as very powerful and interesting candidates
for future use as interconnection networks.
Surprisingly, to our knowledge, this is the rst comprehensive study of the product
notation as a unifying framework for the evaluation of interconnection networks. No
previous reference has presented a collection of general results about product networks
like the ones we show here. The results obtained allow to fully evaluate a new product
network and compare its capabilities with other networks.
In this dissertation we study interconnection networks as \problem solvers." We study
their powers as special-purpose architectures, implemented to solve speci c computational problems. The whole network cooperates to eciently perform this task under the
SIMD model. This focus relieves us from studying properties that are only meaningful
in the MIMD model of computation, like throughput, bandwidth, hot spots, etc.
With this in mind, the two main aspects to be evaluated in an interconnection network
are its power and its implementation cost. The power of a network itself comes from its
several properties. First, topological characteristics, like the diameter, bisection width,
or connectivity, say much about the potential of the network as a parallel architecture.
Second, given our view of networks, the power of a network is mainly shown by developing fast-running algorithms for the network. Although, in general, it is not possible to
use the running time of the algorithms to establish that a network is more powerful than
another, since the structure of one or the other might be specially suited for particular
problems, in some cases it gives a clear idea of the potential of the network.
Third, the power of a network can be also shown from its emulation capabilities.
Ecient emulations transfer all the power of a network into another, giving a way to
perform all the algorithms developed for the former in the later. A network H is considered to be at least as powerful as another network G if H can emulate any computation
of G with constant slowdown. It is usual to formalize the notion of emulation with the
notion of embedding, and assume H to be at least as powerful as G if there is an ecient
embedding of G into H .
Besides the power, the cost is another important factor in a network. In fact, all

Chapter 1
Introduction
The interconnection network is one of the most important elements in a distributedmemory parallel architecture. This is because the interconnection scheme strongly determines the capabilities of a parallel architecture. For this reason, designing ecient
interconnection networks has been at the forefront of parallel computing research.
In this dissertation we propose the cartesian product operation (or product, for short)
as a unifying framework to study interconnection topologies. Several popular interconnection networks fall in the class of product networks (e.g. hypercube, grid, torus) and
many others can be generated. The proposed framework will allow us to evaluate their
properties and make meaningful comparisons between them.
Simply, we obtain the r-dimensional product of the N -node graph G from the rdimensional N  :::  N grid by replacing the linear connections of the grid by the
interconnection pattern of G. For example, Figure 1.1 shows the construction of the 2dimensional product of 7-node complete binary trees. In general, di erent factor graphs
can be used in di erent dimensions and, hence, several di erent topologies can be generated. However, in this research we will concentrate on product networks with the
same interconnection scheme for each dimension, which we denote homogeneous product
networks, for which we can state stronger results.
The main results of this dissertation are expressed as rules that derive some property
of a homogeneous product network from properties of its factor network. The framework
allows a clean and simple notation to express and prove statements of the form \if G
has the property A, then the r-dimensional product of G has the corresponding property
f (A)." The statements themselves are independent of the speci c graph G and, therefore,
fully general. Speci cally, the rules derived allow us to obtain structural properties, embedding capabilities, and the VLSI layout complexity of homogeneous product networks.
We also develop general algorithms for several important problems, which are ecient
for any homogeneous product network.
The application of these results to speci c instances of product networks yields either
exact values of the studied parameters or bounds on them, that are shown to be tight in
1
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